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Submicron and Nano Surface Patterning Using Nanosecond Laser 

Technique 

Abstract 

Ali AK. Husein, Master of Applied Science, 2009 

Mechanical Engineering, Ryerson University 

Direct writing by laser techniques in the micro and nanostructuring scale is very 

important for the fabrication of new materials and multifunctional devices. They have 

proven to be very successful tools for precision machining and microfabrication with 

applications in optical devices, microelectronics, medical device, biomedical, defense 

applications, and MEMS. Focused nanosecond (ns) laser pulses can produce periodic 

structures and arrays pattern structures in semiconductors and thin metallic film on 

shaped surfaces. The achievable structure size is restricted by the wavelength and 

diffraction limit as well as it is determined by material properties and laser pulse stability. 

This thesis proposes a nanosecond laser nanostructuring technique in common 

optical path configuration to examine the limitations of the currently used fabrication 

methods and type of setups used; the competitive edge is using nanosecond lasers as a 

tool. Prospectively, this technology can be applied for femtosecond laser fabrication, 

because this is an easy, simple and common optical path configuration. For this 

experimental setup, the use of a common optical path configuration for automatic 

interference offers equals path lengths. It is not required for complicated optical setups 

while in femtosecond laser setups, it is extremely important to use path compensation in 

order to offer time delay for one laser beam due to a long path and more optical 

components. A low repetition rate, low power nanosecond laser system is investigated to 
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preventing the (HAZ) conditions. The influence of the laser repetition rate and pulse 

energy on the size and quality of submicron features which fabricated on silicon wafers 

and thin gold film is investigated. In tenns of nanomachining below the ablation 

threshold (surface patterning), the influence of laser fluence, repetition rate and pulse 

energy on the spacing as well as diameter of dots created on silicon wafer surface is 

examined. These studies show the capability of the proposed system of nanosecond laser 

in common optical path configuration in meeting the industry requirements. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 INTRODUCTION TO SUBMICRON AND NANO SURFACE PATTERNING 

TECHNIQUES 

Fabrication of surface patterns structures in micro and nanometer scales of various 

materials is one of the most important applications in micromachining domain. According to [1], 

microtechnology has changed our lives immensely. Concurrently, the demand for more precise 

and more efficient apparatuses is driving the semiconductor industry towards the use of different 

materials of thin films fabricated by pulsed laser. It has attracting interest in increasing the 

densities of integrated circuits, quantum devices, and recording media. Also in optoelectronics 

and optical telecommunications as well as IC chips technology which are the most today's 

essential industries to sustain our lifestyles. Such as these versatile patterns have great interest 

for fundamental techniques in the development of semiconductor applications. However, the 

fabrications of such surface patterns like grating and dot array have been a major challenge. For 

instance, nanodot fabrication techniques have been suggested to meet the severe requirements of 

generate highly efficient dots arrays by disposing dot density, dot shape, dot pitch and array 

spacmg. 

As a summary, fabrication methods at micro and nanometer scale are developing more 

important from the industrial applications viewpoint. These technologies have used to fabricate 

surface patterns at micro and nano scales on various materials. Nanosecond and femtosecond 
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pulsed laser ablation therefore is preferred techniques for precise patterning over the large-scale 

machining area and it can be considered a capable performance. 

In the following sections, the principal techniques for micro and nanofabrication pattern 

formation are described and represent by these techniques. The applicability of each for a 

particular purpose is determined both by the intrinsic optical characteristics of the pattern 

fonning technique and by the characteristics of the specific machining process. The emergent 

laser patterning techniques is touched upon and will be described totally in Chapter 1, Sections 

1.1.2 - 1.1.6 

1.1.1 MECHANICAL GROOVES SCRIBING 

Conceptually, a grating is a simple pattern constituting periodic lines and spaces. Before 

the development of the laser holography recording techniques, all the optical gratings were made 

by the method of mechanical ruling. The grating ruling work needs high precision machine and 

is very time consuming and can be performed only in a few shops. As referenced from [2] a 

ruled grating is produced by a ruling engine that cuts grooves into the coating on the grating 

substrate (typically glass coated with a thin reflective layer). This classical method of 

manufacturing gratings, used for over 150 years, is to scribe, burnish or emboss a series of 

grooves upon a good optical surface. Originally this surface was one of highly polished 

speculum metal but ever since vacuum coating techniques were developed in the 1930s the 

majority of gratings have been ruled in thin layers of aluminum or gold deposited upon a glass 

substrate. 
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Basically, there are two problems in ruling gratings, the first is to produce consistently a 

groove of the right shape and the second is to ensure that it is put in the right place. The profile 

of the groove is important, but in principle it is generally less crucial than that of maintaining a 

high precision in positioning. The shape of the groove determines the efficiency of the gratings 

and its quality (degree of surface roughness and jagged edges) will influence the level of diffuse 

scattering. If there are variations in depth or shape along the length of the groove, these can 

generate stray light. The density of the grooves determines the dispersion and the accuracy of 

position of the grooves detennines the quality of the spectral image. The tool is usually polished 

to an angle of 90° or more in order to give the required groove shape. In order to attain maximum 

hardness it is necessary carefully to align the tool with respect to the crystallographic axes. There 

are two common forms of ruling diamonds as illustrated in Figure 1-1. The first is a straight 

chisel or roof shape and the groove is fonned by dragging the edge of the tool through the metal. 

This type is comparatively easy to align and since only a small area is in contact with the metal it 

requires a comparatively light loading. However, the stresses on it are concentrated upon a 

smaller area and when it does fracture or wear, it must be discarded. The second type is boat 

shaped and the ridge of the tool is a curve defined by the intersection of two cones. This has the 

advantage that different sections of the tool may be used for different gratings. Therefore tool life 

is extended. But that does require far greater loads and more precise alignment than with the roof 

type. 
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---------;.> -------
( a ) ( b ) 

Figurel-l: The two basic types of ruling tool: (a) double ended (roof edge tool) and (b) double cone 
tool consisting of intersecting conical surfaces 12}. 

When a series of grooves is ruled, the shape of a given groove is changed as the 

subsequent groove is ruled. Material will be pushed away from the tool and this will tend to 

steepen the angle of the adjacent facet. It is therefore preferable to arrange that each new groove 

is ruled on the side of the steep facet of the existing grooves. Practically all modem ruled 

gratings are done in a layer of metal, usually aluminum or gold, which has been vacuum 

deposited upon the surface of an optically flat glass substrate. The most notable exception is 

gratings used with high powered infrared lasers, in which case the grooves are ruled directly onto 

a substrate of copper that has been designed for the rapid extraction of heat. 

The quality of the gratings depends not so much upon the optical properties of the film 

but upon its mechanical properties and the tolerances on imperfections is far for more severe. 

The problem which has received by far the most attention is to maintain high position precision. 

The tolerances involved are probably the most severe of any mechanical operation and in some 

cases demand accuracies of the order of atomic dimensions. The ruling tool travels large distance 

to rule one grating; also the ruled grating is formed by burnishing each groove individually. It 

may take several weeks to rule a long grating. For example, a square grating of dimensions 100 x 
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100 mm with 1000 grooves per millimeter will require the diamond to move 10 km (over six 

miles). 

In the next section the non-conventional (Lithographic / Holographic) laser patterning 

techniques will be fully described, such as Phase Mask, Direct Writing Process, Holographic 

Interference of two laser beams, and other techniques. 

1.1.2 CONTACT / PROXIMITY MASKING FABRICATION TECHNIQUE 

Proximity masking may be used for patterning photoresists in a conventional 

photolithographic process. In this technique, the mask is either separated from substrate by only 

a very small distance or is in direct contact with the substrate. The ratio of the feature size of the 

mask and the actual feature size of the replica is approximately 1: 1. No focusing optics is 

required and unifonn illumination across the substrate is desired. The pattern will form by 

exposing followed by developing, typically with a wet etching solution, or by a direct of one step 

photochemical reaction. The optical resolution of this approximation is given by Fresnel 

diffraction, 

Eql-l 

Where A is the light wavelength, z is the mask to surface separation and (0 is angular 

wave frequency. For a small feature sizes, diffraction takes place. Light guiding effects decrease 

the effective resolution as holes are machined deeper undercutting can occur by scattering light 

on to the sidewalls. This effect does not depend on the laser light intensity but on the machining 

depth and the diffraction orders. The nonzero intensity of laser light in the shadow of the mask 
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can cause undercut; higher laser light intensity can make this problem more serious. Further 

increases in laser intensity have slightly effect on the etching rate for bottom of the hole but 

continue to increase the rate of sidewall erosion. Therefore, higher intensity light will be 

damaging to the process resolution. 

Furthermore proximity masking for ablation, machining of polymers lets some degree of 

edge profile control. Adjustment of the mask to substrate separation makes it possible to vary 

this edge profile from nearly vertical to highly taper. This tapered profile at the mask edge 

determines the machining depth per pulse through the strong fluence dependence typical of 

polymer ablation. Exposing Light for a longer time than required leads to increased tapering 

from the sidewall. The minimum number of laser pulses necessitated to remove all polymers 

from a substrate is determined by the fluence at the Fresnel diffraction. Moreover, the thickness 

of the polymer layer also affects the etch profile since more laser pulses are required to totally 

ablate of a thicker layer. The Longer wavelength laser can give a somewhat more vertical 

sidewall than does shorter wavelength laser. Notwithstanding the wider lateral spread produced 

at the pattern edge by the longer wavelength, the higher threshold fluence required for polyimide 

ablation at 388 nm vs. 248 nm more than compensates for the wider spread. High resolution 

machining has been achieved with contact or proximity masking. Exposure of a 

methylmethacrylate methacrylic acid copolymer with 157 nm laser followed by wet development 

has produced 0.13 Ilm lines. Single step fabrication of 0.3 Ilm grooves in Mo has been achieved 

using interference fringes from a single narrow slit proximity mask with laser wavelength of 193 

nm [4]. 
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1.1.3 PHOTOLITHOGRAPHIC PATTERNING 

Photolithographic techniques which use image projection and proximity or contact 

masking are employed in conventional patterning processes. In the image projection technique, 

an image of a mask placed remotely from the substrate surface is demagnetized by projection 

optics to give the requested pattern at the surface as shown in Figure 1-2. Commcrcially 

available exposure tools that operate in the short wavelength laser visible and near ultra violet 

usually uses refractive optics. However, reflecting optics instead of refracting optics are highly 

beneficial for shorter wavelengths since they enable the use of ultraviolet (UV) laser without the 

problem of laser absorption (a) in the optical elements and the difficulty of chromatic correction. 

The Rayleigh criterion for diffraction limited feature size for image projection is given by, 

1.22 A. 
w=--

2 (NA) 
Eql-2 

Where A is the wavelength in the medium in contact with the substrate and NA is the 

numerical aperture (NA = optical element diameter/ (2xfocal length). A large numerical 

aperture improves transmission of the higher spatial frequencies. Submicrometer features scale is 

easily achieved using image projection techniques. For example, gratings with 0.2 ~m spacing 

can produce on Si using wavelength laser of 193 nm. However, power densities in excess of 2 

MW.cm-2 have produced a loss of resolution when etching organic materials [4,5]. 
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Laser Source 

Mask 

Figure 1-2: Schematic representation of the mask Photolithography. 

1.1.4 DIRECT WRITE PROCESSING (DRP) 

The direct writing technique does not employ a mask to define the pattern. Instead the 

output beam of a laser is focused directly onto the substrate surface. The beam may be held 

stationary to fabricate a hole in the substrate or scanned to produce a grating pattern. There are 

one step and two steps of direct write processes. In a one step process material is removed 

concurrently with the irradiation beam. While in the two step process a resist is exposed by the 

laser but its removal is effected during a subsequent development step similarly in conventional 

photolithography. An interference pattern can be generated from a single collimated 

monochromatic coherent laser beam if it is made to reflect back upon itself, as illustrated in 

Figure 1-3. 
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Figure 1-2: Schematic represmtation of the mask Photolithography. 
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monochromatic coherent laser beam if it is made to reflect back upon itself as illustrated 111 

Figure l-~i. 
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Figure 1-3: Experimental setup used single laser beam fabrication [3} 

In Figure 1-3, a Michelson interferometer was assembled with high damage threshold 

beam splitter BS 1 and two mirrors M 1 and M2. The interferometer was illuminated with second 

harmonic of high power Q-switched Nd: Y AG laser with the help of a 90 prism P 1. The output 

of this interferometer consists of straight parallel fringes. Periodicity of this pattern depends on 

the wavelength and the angular separation between two interfering beams, which can be 

controlled by adjusting the tilt of one of the mirror online. The interference pattern steered with 

help of two 90 prisms, P2 and P3, as shown, on stage into chamber. The laser beams arc 

traveling at certain "very small" angular separations "few mrad". Using wavelength value of 

532nm, 593nm grating spacing have been achieved [3]. 

A standing wave pattern will be formed, with intensity maxima forming planes parallel to 

the wavefronts. The intersection of this interference pattern if a photoresist covered substrate will 

yield on its surface a pattern of grooves, again whose spacing, d, depends on the angle between 

incident light and the substrate surface, e. The definition of an incident angle, e, is illustrated in 

Figure 3-3. The relation between, d, and, e, is given by Equation 1-3, 
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d = A 
2 sinC8 /2) 

Eq 1-3 

It must be emphasized that the recording geometry behind the single beam holographic 

grating is different from that of the interferometer. The arrangement of focusing optics decides 

whether or not the laser spot size at the surface is diffraction limited. A diffraction limited spot 

size can be achieved only by placing the final optical element very close to the substrate surface. 

Moreover high image precision requires a very flat surface because of the very shallow depth of 

field. When longer working distances are used, a larger minimum spot size, which is determined 

by the focused laser beam waist, results but the depth of field is increased. For a Gaussian profile 

beam, the diffraction limited spot size at l/e2 of the maximum intensity is given by, 

A w=-
n(NA) 

Eq 1-4 

Where A is vacuum wavelength and n is the index of refraction of the medium in contact 

with the substrate surface. Submersion of the last optical element in a solution with a high index 

of refraction gives a smaller spot size. The resolution of direct write processes is often influenced 

by thermal process effects, since many direct write processes employ ordinary chemical 

reactions that are thermally activated. Features can be produced which are either larger or 

smaller than the original beam diameter (D), depending on the total energy deposited, the 

thermal diffusion properties of the substrate and the energy deposition rate. In general, narrower 

features are produced by pulsing or rapidly scanning the beam, while wider features are 

produced if the beam is stationary or scanned slowly. This is a consequence of the exponential 

dependence on temperature exhibited by thermally activated chemical reactions and the 

dependence of the substrate temperature profile on the rate of laser energy deposition. Other 
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parameters influences the ablation process in pulsed lasers are the pulse shape, pulse duration 

and energy density which affect the temperature rise and the thennal gradient profile. Resolution 

can be degraded when an unsuitable combination of laser power and scan speed produces ripple 

like structures. The comparative resolution of image projection and one-step and two-step direct 

writing depends on particular process characteristics. One step direct writing using a thennally 

activated chemical process with a fairly large activation energy, and therefore a large contrast 

parameter, can produce a minimum line spacing which is one fourth that possible using image 

projection. A two step direct writing process has a resolution between one step direct writing and 

image projection technique depending on its nonreciprocity parameter [1, 4]. 

1.1.5 PHOTOCHEMICAL FORMATION 

In this method the substrate itself is altered in some patterned way prior to exposure to 

unifonn, unpattemed laser intensity. This approach is especially convenient for carrier controlled 

photochemical etching, where photo generated electrons and/or holes drive the etching 

chemistry. Under such conditions alteration of the carrier concentrations by altering substrate 

electronic properties such as recombination results in substantially different photochemical 

machining rates in the altered and unaltered regions of the surface. Two examples of this involve 

drastically increasing the carrier recombination rate by either ion implantation or impurity 

introduction. Ion implantation has been used to produce recombination promoting damage in 

semiconductors to suppress both wet photo electrochemical etching and dry photochemical 

etching of GaAs using a Hg lamp as the photon source [5]. 
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1.1.6 PATTERNING USE FEMTOSECOND LASER 

The main advantage of using femtosecond laser pulses for the ablation of materials 

comparing with using nanosecond laser pulses, the heat diffusion into the target is negligible, 

which results in highly localized ablation and precise patterning of the sample without much 

thennal damage to the surroundings [7, 8]. Current reasoning suggests that the pUlsewidth of a 

femtosecond laser is too short to allow for heat conduction into the bulk of the ablated material. 

Therefore, defects associated with thennal heating during ablation can be eliminated and 

superior machining quality can be obtained. With new techniques in fiber amplification, 

high power femtosecond lasers are now available on the market. There are valuable 

researches carried using femtosecond lasers as attractive alternative for surface patterning in 

machining of a variety of materials has created huge interest [43-47]. Therefore, using a 

femtosecond laser for surface patterning applications involving a variety of materials 

could be considered a feasible and promising industrial tool. This method will be 

explained in detail in Chapter 7, Sections 7-2-2 and 7-2-3 of the thesis. 

1.2 SUMMARY OF SUBMICRON AND NANO STRUCTURING TECHNIQUES 

Besides the mechanical grooving scribing technique which shapes a ruled grating by 

burnishing each groove individually; the ruling diamond may travel a very large distance to rule 

one grating. The quality of the gratings depends upon its mechanical properties, (optical quality 

and particularly the surface smoothness, is often improved by ruling) and the tolerances on 

imperfections are far for more severe. The problem which has received by far the most attention 

is the positioning accuracy. So, the disadvantage of mechanical scribing that grating ruling work 

needs high precision machine is very time consuming and can be performed only in a few shops. 
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While in such other conventional techniques, there are some parameters such as wavelength, 

laser intensity, pulse duration and its coherence that influence pattern resolution and quality. The 

most fundamental limiting factor is the wavelength since, clearly, the shortest wavelengths 

permit the highest optical resolution. However, other process considerations, such as absorption 

by reactant precursors, substrate material selectivity based on band gap, or minimization of 

substrate damage from (UV) photons [4], may make it more advantageous to use longer 

wavelengths despite the decrease in optical resolution. Depending on the pattern formation 

technique, coherence might be either essential, as in holographic etching, or undesirable, as in 

projection etching and proximity masking. Some laser sources, such as Nd: Y AG has long 

coherence lengths. At the same time, the ablation process depends on thermal and optical 

properties of the materials. In consequence, such these methods can be used to produce useful 

patterns, like gratings, on the surface of a substrate by periodically varying the intensity of light 

at the surface using the interference technique. There are a number of possible pattern formation 

techniques that can be employed in typical conventional laser fabrication. The achievable 

resolution for a particular technique is often determined both by the inherent optical resolution 

and by specific process characteristics. The laser source for these typical conventional techniques 

produces pulses with the duration in the range of nanoseconds to milliseconds. Besides the 

advantages of fabricating with laser, it has several limitations. The thermal load in the material 

due to the heat conduction is relatively high which results in large (HAZ) that may damage the 

delicate circuitry in the vicinity. Moreover a large amount of melting also affects the quality of 

finishing. As a conclusion for this Chapter, in order to meet the future demand for fabricating 

patterns of features size below lOOnm can be possible with nanosecond laser of 2nd harmonic 

generation and up. Nanosecond laser fabrications apply easy setup with minimum optical parts, 



although it perfonns large (HAZ). The next step it can be transferring the same setup for patterns 

fabrication using femtosecond laser which perform less (HAZ), and can be considered as 

practical solution with laser fabrication. 

1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The use of nanosecond laser source still has unsatisfactory experimental studies in the 

field of laser fabrication. The main goal of this thesis is to study the low power and below 

threshold repetition rate "surface patterning by laser interference in common optical path 

configuration" using nanosecond laser system and its effect on the pattern quality and 

specifications. The advantage of using femtosecond laser systems for novel laser processing 

techniques in nano and micro scale has a wide application in micromachining area. At the same 

time the capabilities of the laser systems were using at the earlier time did not have the potential 

of overcoming the throughput and grating spacing requirement. The feasibility of using 

nanosecond lasers system in grating fabrication is un-complex setup and procedures which 

greatly depends upon the laser power and repetition rate. The primary difficulty of direct 

fabrication grating by femtosecond interferometric technique is to align two femtosecond pulses 

travel exactly the same optical path. Eventually, scrutinize the morphology of the pattern spacing 

that controlling by several experimental conditions, mainly by exposure time. The very short 

dwell time will prevent thermo stress, fatigue and material hardness with the minimum of 

structure modifications then increase the sample specification. Therefore, the outline of the 

research objectives of this thesis can be summarized as, 

1. Develop a self-aligned optical configuration for direct grating writing. 

2. Study the influence of laser parameters on the grating writing. 
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3. Develop a method for the generation ofnanodots arrays. 

4. Investigate phenomenon associated with grating writing. 

1.4 OVERVIEW OF THESIS 

In Chapter 2, the pulsed laser ablation mechanism is discussed in general. Existing 

mechanism and theories describing laser matter interaction during the long pulse and short pulse 

ablation of silicon are summarized, with exceptional consideration to nanosecond laser ablation. 

Direct grating writing for holographic interference fabrication technique in common optical path 

was demonstrated as well as the fringes generation. In Chapter 3, common optical path 

configuration for fringes generation in details was displayed. The explanations discussed the 

existing custom made prism, beam splitting, theory of interference, formation of interference 

pattern, and creation of grating pattern. Chapter 4 demonstrates the research experimental setup 

in details, also important laser parameters are discussed and substantiated the role of influential 

parameters. Chapter 5 bestowed a methodical experimental study in addition investigated the 

influence of pulse energy, low repetition rate of 10-70 KHz using low power nanosecond laser 

on grating patterns which achieved a shorter period (d) of 1300 nm by applying a fundamental 

wavelength of 1064 nm. Discussed and verified the morphology of the modified silicon pattern, 

prevented the thermo stress, fatigue and material hardness with the minimum of structure 

modifications in order to increase the sample specification. Decisive parameters such as the 

ablation threshold and repetition rate are inferred as a function of grating period width, and the 

grating shape, which is distinguishable and acuter at higher repetition rates. The threshold energy 

fluence (threshold ablation) is found to decrease and the threshold beam power increases slightly 

with the increase in the pulse repetition rate. The results obtained have been donated to the 
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experimental analysis of the effect of pulse repetition rate on the ablation threshold and 

fabricating pattern quality utilizing nanosecond lasers with low threshold power. Beneficial 

indicator for line width shape variation was seen as a function of laser repetition rate. As shown 

in Figure 5-7 the line width is inverses proportional with the influence of repetition rate. The 

molten debris and its dependence upon the longer dwell time of 200 ms totally provide unclear 

pattern that demolish the grating shape have been found. The quality of the pattern obtained and 

the amount of debris seen decrease at a shorter time and higher machining speed. 

A systematic study of the influence of the fixed pulse width of 20 ns, repetition rate, pulse 

energy, and the machining time on the dots array formation, the dots separation and its spacing 

that created during the surface patterning operations, as well as the formation mechanism of 

secondary patterning of ripples in submicron scale are studied in Chapter 6. The formation of 

regulated submicron dots arrays and the dynamics of the interaction between a single shot of two 

interfered nanosecond laser pulses and Silicon wafer are discussed. The dots arrays was 

governed and arose from intersect two patterns, first is grating that generated by direct 

interference writing formula and second is ripple that generated by interference between the 

incident laser and the frozen capillary waves (FCW). A number of different experiments were 

performed that compares the influence of laser parameter on the profile and quality of fabricating 

sub-micron dots patterns. The experimental results attained by using the low power, low repetition 

rate nanosecond laser are encouraging for surface patterning of silicon wafers. The mechanisms 

and theories guide to the formation of dots and ripples in both the nanosecond and femtosecond 

pulse width ranges were explained. The influence of the machining time, pulse energy and laser 

parameters on the machining quality and the feature size were studied successfully. 

Theoretically, it was seen that for our pulse width (laser pulse duration), repetition rate and pulse 
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energy, the dots arrays spacing increased with the life time of the molten state !L which equal to 

laser pulse duration, and laser flue nee 0, while other parameters did not playas decisive a role. It 

is also the first time that a low repetition rate nanosecond laser has been demonstrated for real 

world industrial application for laser fabrication in nano scales. Low pulse energy of 10K Hertz 

achieved acceptable quality of dots shape, and pattern quality is demonstrated during the 

experiments can be considerable when applying for industrial usage. Chapter 7 displays study 

for the influence of nanosecond laser parameter at second harmonic generation (SHG) 

wavelength of 532 nm for direct grating writing in common optical path setup. Also in Chapter 

7, the advantage of using common optical path configuration for laser interference and employed 

this technique for grating fabrication using femtosecond laser system have been demonstrated. 

Finally, Chapter 8 summarizes the results obtained from this research work. Also, the 

achievements and applications of the proposed patterning technique using the low repetition rate

low power nanosecond laser system are discussed. This Chapter also includes suggestions for 

further research that can be carried out. 
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CHAPTER 2 

LASER ABLATION MECHANISM 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The production efficiency, continuous requirement for miniaturisation, and low cost 

MEMS, optical cables and other electronics parts, incessantly requires the development of 

industrially viable, efficient, and precise laser fabrication techniques with high resolution. 

Initially removal of material from the surface of metals and semiconductors following irradiation 

with nano, or femtosecond laser pulses are commonly called laser sputtering or laser ablation. 

Nanosecond fabrication technology that used Diode Pumped Solid State laser uses a 

direct write method, which provides faster setup. The Nd: Y AG and Nd: YLF lasers are the most 

common solid state lasers in industry. Different types of Nd lasers are currently employed. Nd laser 

can be frequency doubled, tripled or quadrupled through harmonic generation. Comparison of 

ablated structures fabricated by laser pulses of different pulse widths proposes that a higher 

structuring accuracy can be acquired with the use of short laser pulses to reduce the effect of 

(HAZ) [6]. The ablation mechanism is dependent on the properties of the sample material [7]. 

This Chapter focuses on the fundamental physical mechanisms and characteristics of 

laser-matter-interaction. It's valuable to refer that numbers of investigation has shown that the 

mechanism of laser ablation is determined by pulsewidth. Depending on the pulsewidth regimes, 

the mechanism can be thermal or non thermal in nature. However, the physics of laser matter 

interaction that leads to material breakdown and ablation differ with short and long pulses [7-12]. 

The next section will enrich best understanding for the benefits of laser ablation, laser matter 

interaction mechanisms both for nanosecond and femtosecond pulsewidth and it significance. 
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2.2 NANOSECOND LASER ABLATION 

Ablation using nanosecond laser pulses is difficult because it complicated mechanisms. 

This advantage is exploited by the time have been widely used, in particular, for material 

removal and micro fabrication [13-16]. In principle, any type of nanosecond laser with intensities 

above the ablation threshold could potentially be utilized as the light source for silicon 

machining. Figure 2-1, shows long pulse, laser-matter interaction which displays whole view of 

ablation spot and it subsequent resultants. There are many nanosecond lasers available, with 

repetition rates varying from a few 1 D's of KHz to a few Hz, having a maximum average per 

pulse intensity from a few GW/cm2 to up to a thousand GW/cm2 and pulse lengths from a few 

nanoseconds to a few tens of nanoseconds. The efficiency of laser pulse utilization in terms of 

removing material is an important aspect that needs to be known before choosing laser sources. 

The physical process of laser-silicon interaction in the nanosecond time regime is a complicated 

process, involving many aspects of laser-matter interaction. Relative to [17] states, the most 

fundamental feature of the interaction in the nanosecond regime are heat diffusion into the 

surrounding material. In other words, the process is thermal in nature involving direct 

vaporization [18]. The heat diffusion affects a large area. The heating and subsequent cooling 

waves in this region cause mechanical stress and microcracks, or sometimes macrocracks, which 

may propagate deeper into the material and cause premature device failure. Finally, the heat 

diffusion is associated with creation of shockwaves which can damage nearby device structures 

or split into multilayer materials. The more energy deposited into the micromachining process, 

the stronger the associated shockwaves. With long pulse lasers, the shot to shot reproducibility is 

poor. 
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Figure 2-1: Long pulse, laser-matter interaction, displays whole view of ablation spot and it subsequent 

resultants 1171 

By way of [18], in nanosecond lasers, the mechanism involves direct vaporization. The 

laser beam deposits energy in a shallow layer close to the surface. The surface reaches thermal 

equilibrium and some of the heat conducts to the material surrounding the laser spot. A molten 

layer forms and continuous application of the laser vaporizes the substrate. Material is removed 

by melt expulsion aided by a locally high vapor pressure. The material spatters around the 

irradiated area and solidifies as residue in the surrounding area. The thermal effects create a thick 

(HAZ). Shockwaves generated by the explosive change of phase can cause mechanical stress in 

the material. The formation of liquid and vapor phases around the spot interfere with the 

precision of the laser machining by deflecting the beam. Laser machining with nanosecond laser 

pulses lead to a large heat affected area and a large splatter zone for expulsed material. Heating 
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of metal targets by long laser pulses has been a subject of wide range of both experimental and 

theoretical studies [7, 8, 37]. 

Herein this research work that executed by nanosecond laser, the ablation mechanism 

carried as a thermal effect. Furthermore the ablation is performed somewhat below the single 

shot ablation threshold, still some (HAZ) and surface morphology can be seen, which can be 

ascribe to a thermal process because the melt expulsion occurrence in the nanosecond regime. 

This would indicate that electronic melting is occurring and that ablation happens by 

homogeneous nucleation of gas bubbles in the liquid phase [18, 36]. 

2.3 FEMTOSECOND LASER ABLATION 

Femtosecond laser pulses provide an attractive choice as it provides a way to obtain very 

clean removal of materials. The laser pulses illuminate the material for only a short period of 

time which in turn does not allow the heat deposited into the silicon to dissipate away from the 

work spot because the laser pulse duration is shorter than the heat diffusion time. The peak 

power delivered by femtosecond lasers is extremely high and easily reaches hundreds ofTW/cm2 

range at the work spot. The high power density allows for machining of very hard materials such 

as Molybdenum and Rhenium. In addition, as [17] mentions, the amplitude of the 

electromagnetic field corresponds to the peak power of the laser. Ultrafast lasers generate 

tremendous peak power. As such, the laser pulse can knock free the "bound" electrons in the 

sample. Per [18] depicts, the ablation is a direct solid-vapor transition. The timescale is to the 

first order, sufficiently short to ignore all thermal effects and hydrodynamic motion. The 

minimal (HAZ) is proof of this phenomenon. This leads to a clean cut with no visible collateral 

damage as shown in Figure 2-2. 
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Figure 2-2: Short Pulse Laser-Matter Interaction {17} 

In respect of the Ultra short lasers, the pulsewidth is too short for the heat to be conducted 

away from the surface during illumination. In this regime, the laser beam deposits its energy into 

the surface of the material, excites electrons to the conduction band and generates an excess of 

electrons. The laser pulsewidth is shorter than the electron relaxation time, which is on the order 

of picoseconds. By the time the laser beam is turned off, the system is out of equilibrium as the 

electrons are at a much higher temperature than the ions [19, 20]. The hot electron relaxation 

dynamics in metals after the excitation by a femtosecond laser pulse has been intensively studied 

during the last decade [38, 39, 40]. The depth of the optical absorption determines the thickness 

of the heated layer and is independent of the pulsewidth [21]. One indication of this phenomenon 

is the absence of an observable heat affected zone. Author, Harzic ct aI, did not observe a (HAZ) 

in femtosecond ablation of Aluminum, but concluded that the (HAZ) was smaller than their 

observational limit of 2 11m [22]. Another theory is that heating can occur electronically via fast 
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Auger recombination [18]. The presence of amorphous silicon in certain experiments indicates 

rapid thennal effects because amorphous silicon forms from rapid cooling of liquid silicon [23, 

24]. In the nanosecond timescale, where thennal melting occurs, melt expUlsion by vapor 

pressure "pushes" molten material above the surface, leaving behind an amorphous ring [25]. 

Ablation would occur by a homogenous nucleation of gas bubbles at the surface causing an 

explosion and expelling of material [26]. Third, the mechanism may be delayed Auger 

recombination [18, 27]. Here, heating of the substrate is a two step process, the first involving 

direct heating of the substrate by the laser pulse and the second by indirect heating from 

recombination effects [28]. Since the electron relaxation timescale is in the order of 1-10 ps. 

[29], the femtosecond laser beam is off by the time most of the heating occurs in the substrate. A 

fourth model is of plasma annealing [18, 30, 31] which explains a change in structure via a non 

thennal annealing process. Once thermalization is complete, the material is molten and is then 

carried away by the hydrodynamic forces [32]. Some research indicates a combination ofthennal 

and non thennal effects [18]. At higher fluences, melting occurs through ultrafast, non thennal 

effect. Above the ablation threshold, material is removed [18, 33]. In metals, it has been shown 

that the energy not used in expelling material will induce a liquid phase leading to an amorphous 

or polycrystalline phase during solidification [18, 29, 34]. There has also been report on the 

oxidation of the ablated hole in addition to amorphization [18, 35]. 

2.4 MECHANISMS IN LASER ABLATION PROCESS 

The principle of laser matter interaction is actually very hard to understand and includes 

full variety of different phenomenon, underlying the different aspects of laser matter interaction. 

In metals, the absorbed energy is transferred into the material by electrons or either by phonons 
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in non metals. The energy relaxation time in metals is very fast ~ 10-14S, although, in non metals, 

it is much slower of2:: 10-12
8, [41]. Laser matter interaction mechanisms, basically can explain by 

the ablation stages that would be, absorption and ionization, energy relaxation, heat transport, the 

Laser generated plasma, the melt flows in laser ablation, and shock wave phase. In non-metallic 

materials, the highest energy level occupied by an electron "in the valence band" is separated by 

an energy gap "the band-gap" from the lowest energy level that is unoccupied "in the conduction 

band". In femtosecond duration laser pulses, photo ionization during the leading edge of the laser 

pulse provides seed electrons for avalanche ionization [42]. Initially the electron density grows 

through avalanche ionization until the plasma frequency of the electrons in the conduction band 

approaches the frequency of the incident laser radiation (the "critical" plasma density). At the 

end of the laser pulse shot, basically there are hot electrons and a cold lattice left. Second stage 

of laser matter interaction mechanism is energy relaxation phase; the laser radiation interacts 

primarily with the electronic states of the valence and the conduction bands. The time to deposit 

the energy within these states is determined by the laser pulsewidth. Thirdly, is heat transport 

stage, which in dielectrics and semiconductors is comparably low, since the electrons are not 

able to escape due to the charge separation force keeping the material neutral. However, even in 

the case of metals heat diffusion can be significantly reduced when ultrashort pulses are used, 

due to the strong non-equilibrium interactions between electrons and lattice. Fourth, is the laser 

generated plasma phase, which it characteristics depend on the material, the laser pulse length, 

wavelength and laser intensity as well as the ambient conditions. The region closest to the target 

is the central or core region where the plasma temperature is maximal and the plasma density are 

highest. Fifth phase is the melt flows in laser ablation; the laser ablating is classified as 

volumetric laser ablation and superficial laser ablation. Shorter pulse length will reduce the melt 
, 
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pushups and hence reduce the melt recast and therefore improve ablation quality. Finally, shock 

wave phase, a shock wave is produced by the expansion of the plasma plume, if the ambient 

environment for ablation is a gas, such as air. The thickness of the target and the shock changing 

velocity determine the travel time, and the travel time together with the initial velocity determine 

the shock attenuation and its pressure at the back surface. 

Ablation mechanisms using nanosecond laser are becoming even more complicated, but 

this can be exploited to our advantage, in particular, for high-aspect-ratio, very clean pattern of 

silicon due to simple setup of common optical path configuration which demonstrated in Chapter 

3 and 4, and fast fabrication of single step as well as single shot, which is experimentally 

demonstrated in Chapters 5, 6 and 7. 

2.5 COMMON OPTICAL PATH CONFIGURATION 

Laser interference is a maskless patterning technology to produce periodic and quasi

periodic nanostructures. The optical interference pattern can be used to produce interferometer 

gratings. There are numerous interference path configuration approaches to generate fringes from 

one or more light beams. That task demands light source of high temporal and spatial coherence. 

The interference patterns can be arrays or matrices of laser beam lines or dots [95J. 

The expanded laser beam when split into two equal parts by wave front or beamsplitter, 

guide it by two or more mirrors to reflected. An interference pattern can form by using common 

optical path which direct and reflect two beams through single optical part to focus and 

superpose beams on the sample surface instead long separate paths. Hence common optical path 

configuration offers fringes pattern from two laser beams of same the energy distribution in 

interference pattern with true interference fringes and their contrast. Common optical path 
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configuration can lower the vibration, when vibration is too large, the fringes may be disappear 

or arise with low contrast. Furthermore, employing common optical path configuration would be 

error free which may be caused by time delay between the two interfering waves through long 

optical path and each passing through different optical path. 

This method is based on selective laser ablation of materials by two or more high power 

laser beams, which superimpose on the sample surface, and form an interference pattern. The 

energy distribution J(x) of a two-beam interference pattern are given by Equation [90], 

leX) = 2 Io[C05 e~X) + 1] Eq2-1 

Where /(X) is laser energy distribution for two interference beams, 10 is the intensity of 

laser beam, and d is the period (fringes distance). The grating period is changed by varying 8 or 

the incident wavelength. 

2.5.1 BEAMS INTERFERENCE FORMATION 

Laser radiation is supply coherent light with a suitable wavelength and coherence length. 

It can be performed by a single laser or a laser with amplifiers. Solid state lasers system is 

common for laser ablation and surface structuring; it can be a good selection for direct writing 

patterning. It can choose lasers according to their requirements especially in laser interference. 

Interference phenomena have been the means of establishing the wave nature of light and have 

found considerable practical applications in interferometer, metrology and spectroscopy. Later 

on the interference phenomena have been utilized for the surface fabrication of materials in a 

spacious range of applications such as micromachining and biomedical applications. Laser 

interference processing is a comparatively new technique finding raised utilization in the field of 
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materials surface processing. Laser interference technique includes splitting of a laser beam by a 

beam splitter followed by superposition of the beams by single prism or set of mirrors to 

generate interference patterns. Therefore the interference pattern that produced shows matchless 

intensity variation which can be employing for periodic material surface patterning. The typical 

interference pattern produced by the superposition of two laser beams is shown in Figure 2-3. A 

small angle between the beams will produce a widely spaced fringe pattern "large d", whereas a 

larger angle will produce a fine fringe pattern [92]. 

Overlapping 
direction 

Figure 2-3: Two laser beams interference pattern 

2.5.2 FRINGES GENERATION 

If two pulses meet on sample surface, they interfere and form fringes. Common optical 

path configuration interference techniques employ the modulation of laser intensity that occurs 

when a coherent beam is split into two beams and subsequently interfere with each other at the 

substrate surface. Only highly periodic structures, such as gratings and dots arrays, can be 

fabricated by interference method. Interferometric grating patterning is based on the formation 

of stable and uniform interference fringes. That task demands light source of high temporal and 
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spatial coherence. Typically the interference induces by intense ultraviolet laser radiation of Nd: 

Y AG laser and femtosecond laser. The interference of the two beams produces a sinusoidal 

intensity variation at the surface. The spatial frequency of this laser pattern is determined by the 

angle between the beams. The intensity distribution of the interference pattems exposes materials 

with a pitch of sub-wavelength of the interfering light. When using such radiation to interact with 

materials, feature sizes down to a fraction of the laser wavelength can be created. This 

technology provides a way for submicron and nano patteming periodic and quasi-periodic 

patterns that are spatially coherent over large areas. 

2.5.3 OPTICAL (HOLOGRAPHIC) INTERFERENCE 

High efficient optical gratings which is called holographic grating can be obtained by 

applying the interference pattern of two coherent laser beams in common optical path 

configuration. The grating spacing is governed by the angle between the two incident beams. As 

shown in Figure 2-4, the holographic grating fabrication by interfere two laser beams, the 

grooves are created at simultaneous time. 

Figure 2-4: Grating fabrication by optical interference of two laser beams in common optical path 

configuration 
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Interference holography is a common tool for making diffraction gratings and the 

principle of interference holography is simple. Two beams of laser interfere and produce 

interference fringes parallel planes of high and low laser intensity. A useful analogy is to 

visualize two expanding circular water waves excited possibly by the dropping of two stones into 

a quiet pool. Where the two waves intersect a stable interference pattern called a standing wave 

will appear. Furthermore Interference techniques employ the modulation of laser intensity that 

occurs when a coherent beam is split into two beams that subsequently interfere with each other 

at the substrate surface. Only highly periodic structures, such as gratings, can be fabricated with 

this technique. The relief gratings produced by these interference techniques are classed as thin 

film holograms, so the technique is also called holographic fabrication. The interference of the 

two beams produces a sinusoidal intensity variation at the surface. The spatial frequency of this 

laser pattern is determined by the angle between the beams. The spacing between intensity 

maxima is given by, 

d= A 
2n sinS 

Eq2-2 

Where, n, is the index of refraction of the machining surroundings. The grating period (d) 

is changed by varying B. There are two important components to the resolution of grating 

produced by this interference technique. The quality of a grating is generally better if it is 

machined at lower intensities; actually a long time machining at higher intensities can 

completely destroy a grating. The quality of a grating can be monitored during fabrication by 

regulate the laser beam intensity, which first increases with machined time. The maximum 

number of lines in a grating (N) is determined either by the bandwidth or the source divergence 

which can represent by the Equations, 
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Eq2-3 

Where 11'A is the bandwidth or wavelength spread and 118 is the divergence angle. A 

special technique known as spatial frequency doubling is an alternative to regular interference 

techniques. Using 193nm laser wavelength, 99.5nm grating spacing has been achieved [2,4,5]. 

2.6 SUMMARY 

The complicated physical process of laser-matter interaction involves variety of different 

phenomena. The laser ablation mechanism which is the process of material removal upon the 

irradiation of the laser beam on the surface be reliant upon the properties of the sample material 

along with the laser pulsewidth. Aspects of laser-matter interaction are elaborated through the 

differences between short and long pulses. Long pulses such as nanosecond lasers, material 

removal process is through phase explosion where due to thermal accumulation over the surface, 

more (HAZ) and cracks occur. In ultrashort pulses such as femtosecond lasers, the ablation 

mechanism is mainly via solid to vaporization state of materials. In femtosecond laser matter 

interaction in terms of transferring laser energy into thermal energy of the target is that electrons 

and ions are not in equilibrium during the laser pulse. Result in strict machining of the sample 

without thermal damage and less cracks. Common optical path configuration is the most 

effective method of fringe generation by high intensity laser beams interference which imprint 

on substrate surface for grating and dot array fabrication. No errors can induced, no vibration 

because minimize the optics number that used. High efficient optical gratings which is called 

holographic (optical) grating can be obtained by employing the interference pattern of two 

coherent laser beams in common optical path configuration. 
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CHAPTER 3 

COMMON OPTICAL PATH CONFIGURATION FOR 

FRINGES GENERATION 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

Laser interference processmg is a comparatively new technique finding increased 

utilization in the domains of extended-area surface processing of materials. In this Chapter, a 

brief study of the applications and the theory of laser interference phenomenon for materials 

surface patterning have been exhibited and discussed. 

There are different focusing setups as well as there are long focusing paths which make 

the whole experiment setup not immunize for inherent vibrations. The concept of setup that used 

in this study is very short and common focusing path, its works on simplifies the optical setup. 

Subsequently after expanded the laser beam, it's reflected by a mirror of 100% efficiency and 

45° deflection angle to guide it through focusing scanning lens of 75 mm positive focal length. 

The collimated beam was split into two orthogonal beams of equal intensity by a non polarizing 

beamsplitter NPBS, as shown in Figure 3-1. The intensity of two laser beams can be control 

through tuning and adjusting the A / 2 waveplate that displayed in Figure (4-1). A custom-made 

crystal prism (CMP) (2.5 in x 1 in x 1 in) was used to reflect and redirect two laser beams. 

Subsequently the two beams have interfered on the sample surface and the interference fringes 

have been generated. 
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Both side surfaces of custom-made prism is coated with 45° mirror coating to restrain the 

intersection angle e and fixed to certain direction at 90°, The two beams will interfere at focal 

point which located at the sample's surface and get the interference fringes imprinted and 

generate the grating, as reported by [57]. In this case the laser must have a few conditions in 

order to achieve a correct and spatial interference fringes, such spatial coherence and sufficient 

temporal coherence for path length mismatch. 

3.2 COMMON OPTICAL PATH CONFIGURATION 

3.2.1 TECHNIQUES METHODOLOGY 

The conventional gratings techniques involve complex setup which includes path length 

more complex. It involves more optical components for optical delay that prevent the difference 

between two optical paths, as well as long pathway that requires more energy and additionally 

energy loss through whole optical components. The optical path difference between the 

interfering beams is determined by the difference in the length of the interferometer paths. The 

optical path difference must be less than the coherence length to maintain the temporal 

coherence. The optical path difference also determines how well defined the pattern is. If one 

path of the interferometer is shorter than the other, the beam from the shorter path will arrive at 

the sample surface first thus initiating the surface modifications at the sample surface. For such a 

case, the interaction time between the beams will decrease. 

Most of the laser interference setup procedures, optical apparatus such as beamsplitter are 

used which divide an incident laser beam into two by partly transmitting and reflecting a laser 

beam. In a simplified arrangement, a beamsplitter comprised two triangular glass prisms which 
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are joined together at the base usmg appropriate resm. In other arrangements, thin films 

deposited on glass surfaces which improve the reflectivity can be used as beamsplitter [90]. 

3.2.2 CUSTOM MADE PRISM (CMP) 

In this study an original setup for surface patterning by laser interference have been 

designed from commercially available optical elements. The setup is comprised of Nd: Y AG 

laser, non polarization beamsplitter and custom-made special prism. The intensity of the two 

beams can be controlled by rotating the A I 2 waveplate. The prism is an optical slab, the two 

side surfaces were polished then coated with 45°coating twice to ensure precise reflecting tal 064 

and 532 nm wavelengths. The two orthogonal beams (beam "a" and beam "b") reflect and 

automatically interfere at the focal point at sample surface. The interference fringes with high 

intensity imprinting and generate surface patterning on the sample. This prism insures that the 

two incident beams travels the same lengths in common optical path. The geometry of the 

interference patterns formed by the superposition of two coherent and linearly polarized beams 

depends on the wavelength and the angle between the beams. The intensity distribution I(X) 

resulting from the superposition of two linearly polarized beams with their E vectors in the x

direction as expressed by Equation 2-1 [90], 

The interference of the two beams generates only one dimensional periodic pattern. 

While two and three dimensional periodic patterns such dots array pattern can be obtained by 

increasing the number of beams. In that case, the intensity distribution resulting from the 

superposition of four beams is given by, 

1 (X, Y) = 410 [cos C:X
) + cos c:)] "2 Eq3-1 
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Where I(X, Y) is laser energy distribution for four interference beams, 10 is the intensity of 

laser beam, d is the fringes period. Typical arrangement for materials processing using two laser 

beams interference employing custom made prism (CMP) is shown in Figure 3-1. The various 

elements ofthis arrangement are the laser source, mirrors beamsplitter and custom made prism. 

Focus Lens 
Ns ~ , 
Laser II!'l!t"""fij!!!'l',,"!;:IJIII:1 L:-
Beam U 

Figure 3-1: The schematic diagram of common optical path configuration setup using 

custom-designed prism 

The processing advantage of using this method is common optical path configuration 

with automatic alignment for direct fabrication. The setup involves few optics and no adjusting 

components. The simple configuration means no special skills are required to operate and 

maintain the system. The only error in the common optical path length comes from the 

parallelism of the two mirror surfaces, which can be controlled by tightening the tolerance. 

Moreover the special custom-made prism is creative method used for beams interference. The 

special manufactured prism has two side surfaces which flatted in an extreme accuracy to certain 

meticulously angle of 45°, it's coated for perfect light reflecting with a least energy loss. The 

special-made prism's surfaces were made within double coating for both 1064 and 530 nm 

wavelengths on the same coating mirror. The coating processing for this kind of prism mirrors 

was obtained by two steps, at the time many of cheap optical parts coating in single shot. The 
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two side surfaces of the (eMP) coating was performed by two steps; polishing and coating twice 

with time roughness flatness wave plate ')J25 and then measured by optical microscopy to ensure 

the flatness accuracy. 

3.2.3 BEAM SPLITTING 

Beam splitting is required to acqUire separate coherent beams for laser interference 

technique. Two beams interference gives linear fringes which are attractive for a number of 

applications such gratings fabrication, while multi beam interference is needed for fabricate two 

or three dimensional structures such dots arrays pattern. It is worthwhile to be able to select the 

number of output beams to generate different patterns in selective materials. For a multi beam 

interference system, the select of beam splitting methods varies with the number of beams, 

flexibility, pattern size, laser wavelength and power. In this study a non polarizing beamsplitter 

NPBS which diverge an incident laser beam into two equal intensity beams by partly (50%) 

transmitting and reflecting a laser beam. In a simplified arrangement, a beamsplitter comprised 

two triangular glass prisms which are joined together at the base using appropriate resin. 

3.2.4 LASER IRRADIATION 

The role of laser irradiation is to supply coherent light with a suitable wavelength, power 

and coherence length. It can be performed by a single laser or a laser with amplifiers. Solid state 

lasers ofNd: Y AG system is common for laser ablation and surface structuring; it can be a good 

selection for direct writing patterning. Excimer lasers are also appropriate for high instant power 

applications, and perfect for direct writing. It can choose lasers according to their requirements. 
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3.2.5 THEORY OF lNTERFERENCE 

As to a beam of laser, if divide by an appropriate device such beamsplitter or by the 

division of wave front into two or more beams which are afterward superposed, the energy 

intensity in the area of super position exhibits the matchless variation. It was found that energy 

intensity in the area of beams superposition alters from point to point between the maximum, 

"passing the sum of intensities in the beams" and the minimum "possibly zero". This 

superposition of two or more beams is referred as interference. When two coherent beams of 

equal intensity and equally polarized intersect each other. Interference patterns are generally 

formed in the region of intersection if both sets of light are of the same wavelength. The beams 

coming from different sources are reciprocally incoherent and no interference is usually observed 

under common experimental condition. Anyway, if the two beams originate from the same 

source, the fluctuations in the beam are generally correlated and the beams will be completely or 

partially coherent. The superposition of these coherent beams that originating from the same 

source leads to interference patterns. There are two methods for acquiring coherent beams from a 

single laser source; division of amplitude and division of wave front. Initially, a beam is divided 

by partly reflecting surfaces where a part of laser is reflected and the other part is transmitted 

such beamsplitter. In the other method, a beam is divided by passage through adjacent apertures 

[91]. The interference patterns, generated from two coherent beams of laser radiation, give arrays 

of laser beam lines. Figure 3-2 shows section X-X of fringes for two laser beams interference 

and fringes are formed. 
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Figure 3-2: section x-x of two laser beams interference that shows/ringes/or", 

3.2.6 FORMATION OF LASER INTERFERENCE PATTERNS 

Interference phenomena have been the means of establishing the wave nature of light and 

have found considerable practical applications in interferometer, metrology and spectroscopy. 

Later on the interference phenomena have been utilized for the surface fabrication of materials in 

a spacious range of applications such as micromachining and biomedical applications. Laser 

interference processing is a comparatively new technique finding raised utilization in the field of 

materials surface processing. Laser interference technique includes splitting of a laser beam by a 

beam splitter followed by superposition of the beams by single prism or set of mirrors to 

generate interference patterns. Therefore the interference pattern that produced shows matchless 

intensity variation which can be employing for periodic material surface patterning. The typical 

interference pattern produced by the superposition of two laser beams is shown in Figure 3-3. A 

small angle between the beams will produce a widely spaced fringe pattern, whereas a larger 

angle will produce a fine fringe pattern [92]. 
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Figure 3-3: displays formation of interference fringes by two laser beams 

3.2.7 CREATION OF GRATINGS PATTERN 

There is a wide variety of optical systems that may be used to bring together two beams 

of light in such a way that will generate interference fringes. In all cases the two interfering 

beams are generated from the same light source in order to ensure coherence [93]. The two 

beams may be acquired either by the division of amplitude such beamsplitter which reflects a 

fraction of the laser intensity of the whole beam and transmits what is left after absorption. The 

other method may be obtained by the division of wave front, in which case one half of the wave 

front pursues a different optical path to the other half. Both beams will intersect at the focal point 

at sample surface and give fringes pattern of high contrast [94]. The high fringes intensity will 

translate, inscribe on the surface and generate gratings like comb patterns. Figure 3-4 shows 

grating pattern which arise from fringes that induced by interfering two coherent high intensity 

laser beams. The smaller the angle between the interfering beams, the larger is the spacing in the 

pattern. 
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Figure 3-4: shows surface patterning ofgrating widell arise by the interaction betwee" high 

inte"sity fringes with the sample 

3.3 Sl1MMARY 

In this Chapter the theory and application of fringes interference have been outlined. 

\\'hen two coherent liners polarized laser beam intersect through common optical path 

configuration. interference fringes pattern will arise that caused by two beams superposition. 

Common optical path configuration method offers beast result for high quality fringes as well as 

less energy loss. There are two methods to acquire two beams. either by the division of 

amplitude such beamsplitter which reflects a fraction of the laser intensity of the whole beam and 

transmits what is left after absorption. The other method may be obtained by the division of 

wave front, in which case one half of the wave front pursues a different optical path to the other 

half. Optical (CMP) was used in such common optical path configuration to guide and overlap 

the two laser beams. This prism insures that the two incident beams travels the same lengths in 

common optical path. The geometry of the interference patterns formed by the superposition of 

two coherent and linearly polarized beams depends on the wavelength and the angle between the 

beams. Both beams will intersect at the focal point at sample surface and give fringes pattern of 

high contrast. The advantages quality is very uniform, simplifies the setup, self alignment, equal 

beam intensity, and immunizes the system to extraneous and inherent vibrations. 
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CHAPTER 4 

EXPERIMENT AL DETAILS 

4.1 INTRODUCTION 

Commencement, the experimental setup that used for this study has been made to ensure 

getting large machining area for stable fringes and low errors. The setup was represented by 

resplendent innovation by common optical path configuration which uses CMP. All experiments 

were carried out in ambient atmosphere. The experimental setup and related parameters, like 

interfering beams arrangement, laser beam spot size and the laser beam polarization are 

discussed. Also, all experiments were conducted using a low power, low repetition rate of Nd: 

Y AG nanosecond laser system capable of delivering a maximum output power of 10 W. The 

fundamental laser wavelength is 1064 nm with liner polarization and pulse duration of 20 ns was 

adopted in forming surface submicron grating and nano dot arrays. The experimental results 

were carried in the Micro and Nano Fabrication Research Lab, Mechanical engineering 

department, at Ryerson University, Toronto, Canada. 

4.2 EXPERIMENTAL SETUP DETAILS 

Figure 4-1 shows a schematic drawing of optical setup configuration for the surface 

patterning. The nanosecond laser system used in the experiment is a diode pumped, Nd: Y AG 

system capable of producing average output power of lOW with a fundamental central 

wavelength of 1064 nm and repetition rates ranging between 10KHz and 100 KHz. The laser 

beam is polarized to either P or S polarization. The optical (~ A) waveplate is used for modifying 
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the polarization of light. The laser beam was collimated and expanded by two (UV) fused silica 

(Plano concave and convex) lenses of -50 mm and +400 mm focal length. 

focus 
lens 

NPBS 

High 
efficiency 
prism 

Waveplate 

-~j1~ J 
Plano Nd: YAG Plano 

convex 
lens 

concave Nanosecond Laser 
lens 

Figure 4-1: Tile schematic diagram oftlte experimental setup for surface patterning using common 

optical path configuration. 

As well as Figure 4-2 express real picture of optics configuration sit on the smart table 

inside the laser fabrication lab, Ryerson University. 
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Figure 4-2: picture of optics configuration imide the laser fabrication lab, Mechanical Engineering, 

Ryerson Vlliversity-2009 Toronto 

The laser beam reflected by the mirror and passes down then split into two orthogonal 

beams of equal intensity. The diverging laser beam was then made to pass through the ~ommon 

path configuration described in the below section. The lens that was used to focus the laser beam 

must have focal length long enough to provide sufficient work space to accommodate the optical 

setup for the common path configuration. The mechanical stage was used to transport the sample 

in the direction parallel to the fringes. 

In this configuration, the incident angle 9 is 45°. 
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Figure 4-2: picture %ptin CO f1fiKuratiol1 inside the laser fabrication lab. Mechanical Engineering, 

Ryerson Ullil'ersi~r-2009 Toronto 

The laser beam reflected by the mirror und passes dO'v\n then split into two orthogonal 

bt:am~ of equal intensity. The diverging laser beam was then made to pass through the common 

path configuration described in the below section. The lens that was used to focus the laser beam 

must have focal length long enough to provide sufficient w()rk space to accommodate the optical 

setup for th~ common path configuration. The mechanical stage was used to transport the ~ample 

in the direction parallel to ihe frlI1ges. 

In this configuratiun the incident angle 8 is 45 -'. 
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Figure 4-3: The schematic diagram of the interfering spot area (AJ shows the bonded angle between x

axis alld single beam 

4.3 THE PROCESSES PARAMETERS 

4.3.1 SPOT SIZE 

Laser beam quality is quantified by the beam parameters, which one of them is the beam 

width or (spot size). After laser beam expansion using multi optics in the optical configuration 

setup, the laser beam should go to tbe waist size (spot size) before hit the machining sample in 

order to increase the laser intensity and efficiency. That can obtain by using focus lens with 

suitable focal length to give enough distance between it and the sample. Practically, the way to 

know the size of the focused beam spot, a single spot can be machined on a thin metal film, with 

pulse energy well above the material threshold. The size of the machined spot, measured using a 

Scanning Electron Microscope, bestows the focused beam size. Whereas theoretically, the spot 

size (do) value of the firmly focused laser beam can be expressed as in Equation 4-1 [49], 

d 
...., 1.271..[ 

0"'" D Eq 4-1 

Therefore the spot size at wavelength of 1064nm is calculated as 40 11m and 20 11m at 

535 nm. During the experiment the spot size may be more spacious caused by scatter and 
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misalignment. Generally, smaller spot size results in higher laser fluency which need faster speed 

and control to shift the sample during the machining. 

r ~,. Dcplhoffocus ., 
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Focal len!,1h f d=spot si/c . ~ Focus lens-,-- ' do=minimum spot Si7C 

Figure 4-4: Laser spot size (d,) and depth offocus ,1.J,for laser beam using a convex focus lens 

For a Gaussian beam propagating in free space, as shown in Figure 4-4, the spot size d 

will be at a minimum value do at one place along the beam axis, known as the beam waist. The 

distance between the plane of focus lens and beam waist known as focal length, / The optimum 

machining requirement, it meet the condition of focus depth ~f, which to reduced a focus spot 

size without sacrificing depth of focus. This is lead to preventing the loss of efficiency of laser 

beam without any losing of the beam intensity. It can be calculate the depth of focus (DOF) is 

given by Equation 4-2, 

DOF = 2.5 Act jD) 2 Eq4-2 

Where, A symbolizes laser wavelength, f symbolizes the effective focal length of used 

focused lens, and D symbolizes the laser beam diameter at the output of the Plano-convex lens. 

In our setup and experiment, (DOF) was 1.66 mm which quite small that makes the interference 
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procedure to be hard from first time and after a while gave us kind of challenging to possession 

such as these valuable results. 

4.3.2 POLARIZATION 

Micromachining laser fabrication of silicon efficiency is a beam polarization dependent 

process. There are two kinds of polarization, liner and circular polarization, which the liner in 

turn divides to P and S polarization. Using a half (N'2) wave plate in front of the focusing lens, 

the polarization state of the beam can be converted to P from S and vice versa. In order to get a 

circular polarization the half (N'2) wave plate can be replaced by quarter (N'4) waver plate placed 

45° to the plane of incidence of the beam. The linear polarization states of the laser beam, that is 

to say P polarization, S polarization and circular polarization C. 
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Figure 4-5: exhibits, basic definitions of P, Sand C polarizations 

s 

Laser beam polarization refers to the electronic vector of the laser beam oscillates in a 

specific direction with reference to the plane of incidence of the beam. Furthermore in case of P 

polarization, an electrical vector (E) is parallel to the beam velocity vector (V), and when 
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electrical vector (E) is perpendicular to the beam velocity vector (V) will reference to S 

polarization, as shown in Figure 4-5. The influence of the orientation of the polarization on 

machining efficiency and feature shape has been well studied for the laser micromachining 

applications [50, 51]. Due to the different reflectivity at different incident angles, a linearly 

polarized laser spot has a higher intensity at the bottom of the cut in the direction perpendicular 

to the polarization. 

4.4 SILICON MATERIAL SPECIFICATIONS 

Silicon material predominates in micromachining area and therefore is selected as test 

samples for this study, also tested are gold thin films of thickness of 3000 A coated on silicon 

substrate and gold thin films of thickness of 1000 A coated on transparent substrates. Silicon is 

the most common semiconductor used in optoelectronic and microelectronics devices. It has 

band gap of 1.07 e V which leads to efficient detection of visible light and conversion of sunlight 

into electricity. Silicon is produced in higher volume for lower cost than any other 

semiconductor and comes only second to oxygen in earthly abundance. Silicon is used in many 

forms (including crystalline, amorphous, and porous) in numerous optoelectronic and photonic 

devices. Silicon sample must adhere to strict mechanical, electrical and surface specifications. 

However, silicon has several defects, as silicon cannot be used to detect many important 

communications wavelengths; it is a poor light emitter and an indirect band gap material. A large 

research effort is directed at manipulating the properties of silicon to overcome these 

shortcomings. The low cost and easy integration with existing silicon fabrication techniques that 

drove researchers to find new forms and uses of silicon. Table 4-1 shows, some of single 

crystalline Si (C-Si) parameters [10, 11, 14, 15,81]. 
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Table 4-1: C-Silicon specifications 

4.5 SUMMARY 

The experimental setup is designed with a minimum number of optical components; the 

technique can simplify the optical parts for a better fabrication process with fewer vibrations. 

The setup comprised common path optical configuration using (CMP) instead of using two 

reflecting mirrors to ensure easy beams interference for nanosecond laser. Laser parameters 

including wavelength, pulse duration, pulse energy intensity and circular beam shape with pure 

Gaussian pulse shape must be optimized to fulfill the requirements of precise tasks and to 

maximize the efficiency of laser power usage. No special skills are required to operate and 

maintain the system. The only error in the common path length comes from the parallelism of the 

two mirror surfaces, which can be controlled by tightening the tolerance. 
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CHAPTER 5 

SURFACE PATTERNING OF SILICON SUBSTRATE 

AND METALLIC THIN FILM USING 

INTERFEROMETER FOR LASER IRRADIATION 

BELOW ABLATION THRESHOLD 

5.1 INTRODUCTION TO SUBMICRON AND NANO STRUCTURING OF SILICON 

SUBSTRATE 

Silicon micro-machining has found numerous applications in different fields. Silicon has 

been micro-machined for the purpose of creating optoelectronics devices, waveguides and 

optical telecommunication fiber gratings. An important amount of research in pulsed laser 

ablation and laser processing of material has been done employing pulses from nanosecond to 

femtosecond time regime. For instance gratings of submicron spacing are important components 

in the development of wavelength specific devices, such as channel selectors and waveguide 

laser mirrors [52].There are number of gratings fabrication techniques that have been suggested 

to meet the stringent requirements. Each of these techniques interlaces some drawbacks and 

difficulties along with its advantages. Various grating structure of spacing larger than O.5!lm has 

been fabricated by holographic method, where the gratings are created by direct transfer the 

interference fringes from laser spot to the sample surface through laser ablation. This method had 

been used to create gratings on various surfaces: silica, Cu, Si, polymers, and thin metallic films 
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[53, 54]. Usually, the holography gratings techniques involve complex optical setups to achieve 

the common path length, [48, 54-57]. 

Graham D. Marshall [52] reported that the direct writing process (DRP) for fabricating 

grating structures is implemented without the need to use lithographic andlor etching techniques. 

The fabrication techniques can use either continuous wave (CW) or pulsed lasers as the coherent 

light to create interference patterns. Some patterning techniques use (CW) lasers because its 

output intensity is easier to control and more commercially available. However, the drawback for 

using (CW) is the difficulty in fabricating hard materials, such as silicon and glass, because 

numerous of the preferred holographic fabrication materials, such as dichromated gelatin and 

photopolymerizable compositions, are quite pragmatically fit for use with continuous wave (CW) 

laser sources. Using pulsed lasers for grating fabrication can reduce or solve many of the 

problems accompanying (CW) laser use. Due to the different physics of Nd: Y AG pulsed laser 

operations, a small frame pulsed las.er is able to generate higher light intensity than its (CW) 

counterparts. For example, small frame frequency doubled Nd: Y AG pulsed lasers can generate 

1.1 !!1 of energy during a 35 ns long pulse at 532 nm. The advantages of Nd: Y AG laser lie in 

three aspects having high efficiency, a long lifetime, and Polarization of the beam may be 

achieved simply by stressing the YAG rod, prior to frequency dOUbling. Nd: Y AG laser is a 

compact solid state laser with lower operating costs than other lasers, such as C02 and excimer 

laser. For these reasons, Nd: YAG Jaser is preferred for grating fabrication [54]. 

A significant amount of research in pulsed laser ablation and surface patterning of 

material has been done employing pulses from nanosecond to femtosecond time regime. In 

particular, there are several attempts of grating fabrication using different mechanisms and 
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configurations are reported to date. The mechanisms responsible for material ejection and 

machining are strongly influenced by the physical properties of the solid, repetition rate, the laser 

fluence, and pulsewidth employing different materials [58-61]. T.T. Chen et al. [53] reported an 

interference pattern dedicated to imprinting grating on sensitive materials, such as Agfa lOE75 

photo-plates, NRC H-I photo-polymer and AZ 1350 photoresist. The laser beam was split into 

two beams by a broad-band 50/50 dielectric beam splitter NRC and formed an angle of 

approximately 18.5°. After that, the two split beams were brought together by using two single 

mirrors to interfere on the thin film surface. This setup gives a grating spacing larger than 0.5 

~m. The disadvantage of this grating formation method is the limiting small fixed angle which 

results in large grating spacing. Another disadvantage is the type of sensitive film used to 

fabricate grating, which is expensive and limited in use. It cannot use this setup to fabricate 

other materials, because the laser power and optics that are used was designed to fabricate 

grating on sensitive films. For glass or silicon surface require for more power and optics should 

be minimized to prevent energy losing. The only advantage for this setup is the simple optical 

parts that are used. An alternative technique is suggested to cover the drawbacks mentioned 

above. K Venkatakrishnan et al. reported and investigated planar gratings on a copper substrate 

using a direct writing technique [48]. This configuration reduces the number of optical 

components and makes the setup immune to vibration. However, the major drawback for this 

method is that the incident angle between two beams is just 10° to 30°. In [57] have reported that 

the fabrication mechanism is completely different in the above methods. Grating fabrication uses 

quartz substrate coated with 100 nm thick copper thin film. This type of technique is fabricated 

by the irradiation of interference fringes of two laser beams at 400 nm wavelength. The reported 
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method has some drawbacks, such as the limited small interfering angle 0 of 5.72°, large grating 

spacing of 4 !-lm and the alignment limitation of optical components. 

The initial intent of this research will be to investigate the feasibility of using low 

repetition rate nanosecond laser for submicron and nanoscale material processing. The effect of 

pulse repetition rate and pulse energy on nanosecond laser machining of silicon and gold coated 

silicon wafer was studied to determine the optimum values of each of these parameters for 

processing (C-Si) and thin metallic film. The observations of the experimental results have been 

presented with an emphasis on the dependence of ablation threshold, grating spacing, ablation 

depth and debris on the varying of pulse energy from 0.260 to 0.125 !J.J. At each Pulse energy 

value, the average beam power was changed from a value slightly above the damage threshold 

down to the point where no machining occurred, namely below ablation threshold. 

This study has been demonstrated a new technique of direct laser of surface patterning for 

grating fabrication in common path optical configuration. The machined structures were 

analyzed under scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The experimental pulse energy for this 

study ranged from 0.260 to 0.125 Ill. The dependence of the ablation threshold on pulse energy 

and the effect of the low repetition rate and low power on the substrate have been never 

investigated due to the non availability of such capabilities of nanosecond laser system. The 

influence of the low power on ablation threshold, spacing, fluence and debris were analyzed. 
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5.2 RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION 

The total average laser power at the sample surface was varied between 2.60-8.80 W 

depending on repetition rate. The laser intensity, I, is expressed as, 

EqS-l 

Where, I, denotes the laser beam intensity, Ep, is the pulse energy, Tp, is nanosecond laser 

pulse duration and, A, is the spot area. The intensity of the laser beams was varied accordingly. 

The values are shown in Table 5-1. 

-- - --, .. ~-. 

I 
Power(W) 1 Rep. rate (KHz) 

I 
Pulse energy (,..J) 

I 
La\er Intemity (Wem'!) 

I p Rr Ep I 
i 

2.60 10 0 . .260 1.009.316 

4_60 ::0 0.130 892.857 

5.97 30 0.199 771.515 

6.90 -to 0.172 667,701 

7.60 50 0.151 I 590.061 

I 830 60 0.138 
I 

535.713 

1, 
I 

i 

8.80 70 ! 0.115 485.248 
I L ! I 

Table 5-1: The calculation of laser intensity for Si sample at different repetitioll rates 

The morphology of the spaclllg formed was controlled by several experimental 

conditions but mainly by exposure time. The irradiation was for a few seconds; this will 

prevent thermo stress, fatigue and material hardness with the minimum of structure 

modifications then increase the sample specification. 
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The result in Figure 5-1 shows wavy lines, because there is some tolerance in the holder 

moving stage, it not accurate 100% and caused the vibration and shaking the stage. 

Supplemental, during the machining time the stage was moving in single axis to ensure getting 

the interference. 
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Figure 5·]: Elltire spot area for Si sample at repetition rate of 10 KHz 

From the Equation 1-3, the theoretical spacing is calculated as 1390nm. The 

experimentally that obtained grating spacing can been easily measured from Figure 5-2 (a) and 

(b). The shortest grating period (d) achieved is 1300 nm, which is in good agreement with the 

theoretical calculation. To the best of our knowledge, it is the smallest grating spacing fabricated 

on silicon by nanosecond laser ablation at a fundamental wavelength of 1064 nm. In addition, 

this setup uses common path optical configuration which gives decisive advantages when using 

femtosecond laser for ablation. Usually femtosecond laser setup requires an optical delay to 

ensure that the two pulses overlap in time and collide. The primary difficulty of direct fabrication 

grating by femtosecond interferometric technique is to align two femtosecond pulses travel 

exactly the same optical path. Since laser beam travels at the light speed, a small deviation in the 
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optical path will lead to poor tempo overlap of the two pulses. For femtosecond laser 

interferometer, the presented common path configuration facilitates not only interference but also 

the ease of alignment. 

The results that represented by Figure 5-2 (a, b, and c) shows influence of pulse energy 

and repetition rate on grating writing. It found that at higher repetition rate efficiently offer sharp 

edge and better grating quality. General looking to the results at 30, 20 and 10KHz reveals that 

at higher repetition rate the energy will be low and the energy level will be closed to threshold 

and result in low crust layer for better gratings. The proper amount of energy signifies there is 

enough energy per pulse to start machining and the average threshold is fairly well enough to 

start machining with best equality. Good grating comprise the edge quality of grating spacing is 

acute sharp and pointed with high aspect ratio, as appeared in Figure 5-3 (a, b, c, and d). 

It can be seen from Figures 5-4 and 5-5 that repetition rates, pulse energy and dwell time 

has the major effects on the quality and profile of the grating pattern. The results demonstrate the 

effect of dwell time variation. More debris is observed as seen in Figures 5-4-c and 5-5-c, which 

describes longer dwell time, can result for extremely debris, molten material and very low 

structure quality. The molten debris in consequence of long time of 200 ms totally gives unclear 

pattern that demolish the grating shape. Figures 5-4-a and 5-5-a have been exhibited that grating 

fabrication with nanosecond laser at 100 ms can produce a very high quality with least of debris. 

The quality of the pattern obtained and the amount of debris seen decrease at a shorter time and 

higher machining speed. This will lead to reduction in surface debris, increase in sample strength 

and less contamination. 
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(a) (h) (c) 

Figure 5-2: Si samples at differenl repetition rale, (a) repelition rate of 30 KHz, pulse energy of 0.199 

fl.l shows line widlJr (L W) 0/460 nm and grating period (CP) of 1300 nm, (b) 20 KHz, pulse energy of 

0.230 pJ, and (c) 10 KHz. high pulse energy of 0.260 "J. 

(a) (b) 

(c) (d) 

Figure 5-3: Si samples at different rep. rate, (a) at 40 KHz, pulse energy of 0.172 pJ, (b) 50 KHz, pulse 
energy of 0.152 J.d, (c) 60 KHz, pulse energy of 0.138)J.1 exhibits (L W) of 320 nm and (CP) of /300 Un! 

, and (d) 70 KHz, pulse energy of 0.125 fl.I 
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(a) (b) (c) 

FiKure 5-4: At repetition rate of 10 KHz exhibit three images of different quality at dweil time of (a) 

lOOms (b) 150 ms (c) 200 ms. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 5-5: For different dwell time of 100,150 and 200 ms at repetition rate of 20 KHz shows three 

results of different quality. 

5.3 PRACTIC AL CONSIDERATION 

5.3.1 POSSESSING PARAMETERS 

5.3.1.1 Effect of Pulse Energy 

The pulse energy Ep of two interfering beams IS set to be equal to each other and 

calculated from the Equation 5-2, 
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Figure 5-4: At repetition rate of 10KHz exhibit tltree images of different quality at dwell time of (a) 

lOOms (b) 150 ms (e) 100 ms . 
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(a) (b) (e) 

Figure 5-5: For different dwell time of 100,150 and 100 ms at repetition rate ofl0 KHz shows three 

results of different quality_ 

5.3 PRACTICAL CONSIDERATION 

5.3.1 POSSESSING PARAMETERS 

5.3.1.1 Effect of Pulse Energy 

The pulse energy Ep of two interfering beams is set to be equal to each other and 

calculated from the Equation 5-2, 
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Eq 5·2 

Where, P, denotes the laser beam power, Rr, denotes the laser repetition rate. 

For example, by variation and changing the repetition rates (30, 20 and 10 KHz), the 

pulse energy was 0.199, 0.230 and 0.260 ~J, respectively. The results of this investigation are in 

agreement with results found by many authors [62-64] who showed that the properties of Si is 

greatly influenced by the characteristic of structure produced by laser ablation near or under the 

threshold ablation 0 th. The morphology of a nanosecond laser induced surface structure depends 

on both pulse energy and time duration for laser irradiation. The evolution of semiconductor 

surface (including silicon) morphology has resulted from the irradiation of two interfering beams 

of 1064 nm wavelength. Figure 5-6 shows the dependence of pulse energy on beam threshold 

power which acquired for both theoretical and experimental data. 
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Figure 5-6: Threshold average beam power vs. pulse energy for low repetition rate of 10 KHz to 70 

KHz 
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5.3.1.2 Effect of Repetition Rate 

The experimental result shown that the shape and quality of the grating have been varies 

with the repetition rate. As shown in Figure 5-3 (a, b, c, and d), it can be seen that the structure 

boundaries to be much sharper and with good grating edge acuity at higher repetition rates. 

Thorough study for the grating parameter will provides a beneficial indicator for line width (L W) 

shape, quality and size under different repetition rate. As shown in Figure 5-7 the line width is 

inverses proportional with the influence of repetition rate. At 30 KHz the line shape was more 

homogenous and has sharp edges while at 10KHz the shape and size of line width was much 

bigger and not upright. By another meaning it's possible to consider the line wi~th variation as a 

function of laser frequency. 
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Figure 5-7: Shows the grating/eature quality through effect o/repetition rate on line width 

The dependence of laser power and repetition rate explained below by Figure 5-8, which 

display the major effect of laser frequency on laser threshold power. As seen in Figure 5-8, graph 

demonstrating threshold average beam power for different laser repetition rates and the effect of 
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pulse repetition rate on beam power. However, the higher the laser repetition rate is, the higher 

the threshold average beam power becomes. It is important to note that flats out in the range of 

repetition rate between 10-100 KHz, will remains at constant threshold fluence. This is due to the 

fact that minimum threshold fluence is required to start the ablation process. If the laser fluence 

goes below this minimum threshold fluence of 10KHz, no ablation occurs no matter how much 

machining time is fed to the target surface. Therefore, as Figure 5-8 demonstrates, as long as the 

threshold fluence remains almost constant, increase in the pulse repetition rate leads to the 

increase in threshold laser power. 
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Figure 5-8: Laser repetition rate vs. threshold average beam power 

5.3.1.3 Effect of Laser Intensity 

The morphology of nanosecond laser induced surface structure depends on both pulse 

energy, which represented by laser intensity and time duration for a laser shot. The evolution of 

semiconductor surface (including Silicon) and metallic thin film (include Gold) morphology has 
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resulted from irradiation of two interfering beams of 1064 nm wavelength. The dependence of 

intensity on pulse energy can derive by the Equation 5-1. 

For a thin metallic film (Including gold), the ablation with lasers in the nanosecond 

region at medium and high laser fluence maybe proceeds and take place via electron-ion 

recombination or ionization processes. This phenomenon is not observed in the femtosecond 

regime yet, for nanosecond regime, Figure 5-9 shows experimental result for thin gold film 

sample at low repetition rate of 10 KHz and pulse energy Ep was 0.260 J.1J. The incoming laser 

was absorbed by the electrons and the energy was passed to the metal lattice by electron-photons 

interplay. Due to the fast energy that transferred from electrons to the lattice, increasing of the 

lattice temperature and caused melting then evaporate of gold coating. At later time rapidly the 

cooling mechanism begin which take place between two pulses period, the electrons and thin 

gold film lattice afterward immediately cooled off with energy transfer off the lattice. Rapid 

under-cooling was resulted in fast solidification and re-crystallization. Such this is mechanism 

phenomenon resulting in nano bump gratings formation [65, 66]. The threshold laser fluence 

which is necessary for evaporation with long laser pulses grows as "(LI/2. In case of ablation with 

long laser pulses there is enough time for the thermal wave to propagate into the target and to 

create a relatively large layer of melted material [7]. In our application, it is obligatory to 

consider the target surface temperature for the case of succession of laser pulses rather than only 

one pulse. The properties of Au are greatly influenced by the characteristic of nanostructure 

fabricat~d by laser ablation near or below threshold ablation. 
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Figure 5-9: SEM image of surface of sample with Au thin film after irradiation of low repetition rate 

of 10 KHz and high pulse energy 

As mentions by [7], If can assume that the thermalization within the electron subsystem 

is very fast and that the electron and the lattice subsystems (phonon component) can be 

characterized by their temperatures (Te and Ti), It can further be assumed that the laser energy 

will be absorbed in a layer much thinner than the penetration depth of the heat wave. Therefore 

the energy transport into the metal can be described by the following one-dimensional, two-

temperature diffusion model, 

C CITe = _ oQ(z) _ yeT - T,.) + s 
e iJt oz e J Eq5-3 

aT( ( ) C. -=y T -T,. 
1 at e 1 Eq5-4 

Q(z) = -ke Cla:
e, S = I(t) aaexp (-az) Eq5-5 
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Where, z, is the direction perpendicular to the target surface, Q (z), is the heat flux, S, is 

the laser heating source term, I(t), is the laser intensity, a, is the laser absorption, a, are the 

surface transmissivity and the material absorption coefficient, Ce, and, Ci , are the heat capacities 

(per unit volume) of the electron and lattice subsystems, y, is the parameter characterizing the 

electron-lattice coupling, and, ke, is the electron thermal conductivity. 

In the above Equations a thermal conductivity in the lattice subsystem (phonon 

component) is neglected. The electronic heat capacity is much less than the lattice heat capacity; 

therefore electrons can be heated to very high transient temperatures. When the electron 

temperature (in units of energy) remains smaller than the Fermi energy, the electron heat 

capacity and the non-equilibrium electron thermal conductivity are given by Equation 5-6, 

Where, COe, is a constant, Electron thermal conductivity, ke, is given by Equation 5-7, 

EqS-7 

Here, ko, is the conventional equilibrium thermal conductivity of a metal [36]. 

Equations 5-3, 5-4 and 5-5 have three characteristic time scales 1'e, 1'j and 1'L, where 1'e = 

CJy is the electron cooling time, 1'j = C/y is the lattice heating time (1'e < 1'j) and lP is the duration 

of the laser pulse. These parameters define the regime of the laser-metal interaction in 

nanosecond regime. 
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In our application, for ablation with nanosecond laser pulses, when the condition, tp » 

ri, is fulfilled. In this case the electron and lattice temperatures are equal Te "" Ti "" T, also 

(Equations 5-3, 5-4, and 5-5) reduces to Equation 5-8, 

Eq5-8 

Axiomatic, metals need much more energy to vaporize than to melt. During the 

interaction the main source of energy losses is the heat conduction into the solid target. The heat 

penetration depth is given byl-(HD t)1/2, where HD is the heat diffusion coefficient, HD = ko / 

C j • Note that for long-pulse laser ablation of metal targets the condition, HD tp a? » 1, is usually 

fulfilled. The energy deposited inside the target per unit mass is given by Ern ,... Ia tip 1 where p 

is the density. When at a certain moment t = tth this energy becomes larger than the specific heat 

of evaporation n, significant evaporation occurs. From the condition Em-n get tth ...... HD (Op/Ii 

was acquired. Thus, the condition for strong evaporation, Em > n (or tp > tth), for laser intensity 

and fluence can be written as, 

pn(HD)1/2 
I> Ith ,... 1/2 

l"p 
Eq5-9 

Eq5-10 

Where, p, is the density and, fJ, is the specific heat of evaporation (per unit mass), and 

these two Equations 5-9 and 5-10 is for laser intensity and fluence respectively. Below Table 5'-2 

that shows the thermo-physical and optical properties of gold which used in the calculation of 

heat conductions through pulses laser ablation. 
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Coefficient for electronic heat capaoty. 8, 
Materidl coosbnt A. 
Malerial coosUnt. 8, 
Elearon-iattice coupling QCl!)r at room temperature. 
C,dWlm1K) 
Specific heat.e;, O~K) 

Llrenc heal of evaporation at 1110 h",OIkg) 
Latent he. of fusion. hOI Uikg) 
Ma.u weight, M [kgjkmol) 
ReHectioll coefficient R 
UniveJ'5.l1 gas constant R. OIK kmol) 
Boiling temperature. Tb IKJ 
CIitical temperature. Te :K) 
Melling temper .lUIe. TmIK) 
fermi ran ~rarure. T£ {K} 
Limit velocity. Va (mls) 
Coefficient for electronic conductivity. X (W/m K) 
Optical penetrOllion depth. fJ {om) 
Ballistic range.';" (nm) 
Thermal conductivity at equilibrium, kq [W/m K} 

Densly. II (kgfml) 

Solid 
liquid 
SolId 
IJquid 

Solid 
Liqllld 
Solid 
liqUid 

7019) 
I.h 101 119) 
III x 10" \191 
2.2 x 10" [191 
2.6" 1016 [191 
105.1 +0.294111-8.731" IO-<lTf·d.787 x 10-6Tl-7.051 x 10-1011 + 1.538>< I!r1ln {151 
161205120] 
1.698 x lOti 1271 
6.373 < 104 [27) 
196.967 [27) 
0.6 
8314.0 
3127 
5S!Xl 
1336 
6.42>< 10" 
noo [20) 
3531181 
20.6 
105120] 
320.973 - 0 0111 11 - 2741 x Ws~ - 4.048 x IO-tr~ 
31.72 +0.071111 - 1.121 x 1O-5r. t 1.004 x to-91~ 
19.3 x 11)1 
17.28 x 103 

Table 5-1: Thermo-physical and optical properties of Au [67/ 

5.4 SUMMARY 

In conclusion, surface grating on a silicon sample and thin gold film have been 

fabricated. The competitive edge is using nanosecond lasers as a tool and the use of a common 

path optical configuration for automatic interference. At the fundamental wavelength of 1064 

nm, grating spacing of 1300 nm was fabricated. Smaller grating can be expected with shorter 

wavelength of 2nd, 3rd and 4th harmonic generation of fundamental wavelength. In summary, 

the grating shape is distinguishable and sharper at higher repetition rates. Some advantages of 

this technique include that the quality is very unifonn, machining time is very short, ability to 

reduce the fringe space to very fine features, simplifying the optical setup, low in cost, self 

alignment, equal beam intensity, and also immunizing the system to extraneous_and inherent 

vibrations. Future work can comprise of increase in the frequency of the gratings and reduction 

of the feature sizes. 
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CHAPTER 6 

NANOSECOND LASER FOR SILICON NANO 

PATTERNING 

6.1 INTRODUCTION 

Nano patterns fabrication have attracted attention in industrial applications. As electronic 

components become more compact, the miniaturization of these devices requires a smaller 

feature size, much more density per area and fast patterning technique with large-scale. Although 

much research has been carried out using femtosecond laser into industrial application, 

nanosecond laser still remain able to achieve surface patterning as cheaper and reliable laser 

resource. To demonstrate the advantages of using low repetition rate nanosecond laser system, 

feature size and spacing using different laser parameters like pulse repetition rate and pulse 

energy are presented for silicon samples. However, a systematic investigation of further relevant 

parameters enables the processing quality and size to be optimized. 

A significant amount of research in pulsed laser structuring and laser processing of 

material in field of surface patterning has been done employing pulses from nanosecond to 

femtosecond time regime. Furthermore fabrication of micro and nanodots structures and 

maskless surface patterning of various materials is one of the most important applications. Dots 

patterns have great interest for fundamental techniques in the development of data storage 

applications as well as attracting interest in increasing the densities of integrated circuits, 

quantum devices, and recording media. However, the fabrication of such nanodots has been a 

major challenge. Nanodots fabrication techniques have been suggested to meet the severe 
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requirements of generate highly efficient dots arrays by disposing dots density, dots shape, dots 

pitch and arrays spacing. Fabrication methods at micro and nanometer scale are developing more 

important from the industrial applications viewpoint. These technologies have used to fabricate 

dots and patterns at micro and nano scales on Silicon and thin metallic films deposited on silicon 

substrate. Laser ablation therefore is preferred technique for dots arrays over the large-scale 

machining area by a single shot, fast, clean operating and economic. 

As in [68], has been investigated that periodic structures of submicron dots were 

fabricated by an Nd: Y AG second harmonic linearly polarized laser of 532 nm with repetition 

frequency of 10Hz and pulse width of 6 ns to Silicon and Nickel thin films deposited on Si02 

film. The interference between the laser beam and the scattered surface wave leads to the spatial 

periodicity of beam energy density distribution on the samples surface. Other group has 

demonstrated the bump formation on a glass surface with a poly-methyl methacrylate (PMMA) 

film coating using a focused femtosecond laser pulse [69]. The bumps were formed as a result of 

suppressing material emission from the glass surface by a shielding effect of plasma generated 

through ablation of the (PMMA) film and by physical blocking of the (PMMA) film using a 

focused femtosecond laser pulse. The thin transparent coating was formed of (PMMA). A 

thinner film with a thickness of 0.7 11m produced a reduced shielding effect, forming an exploded 

bump with a small pit at its center and debris around the perimeter. D. Mills et al [70] was 

investigated that at enough low laser fluence, frequent arrays of Si microdots are formed by 

irradiati~g a Si surface that was covered with a Cr thin film grating. Incident non polarized laser 

pulses in air at 0.4 J cm-2 of 1000 laser shots leads to the ablation of silicon that formed of a 140 

nm pitch Cr grating. The result was regular bright balls like silicon dioxide and no holes are 

observed. It is likely that the structures grow due to molten silicon migrating from the hotter 
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regions of the surface to the cooler areas and solidifying formation. This group was mentioned in 

their investigation that in place of a frequent array of Si microdots of I 11m diameter, 1 11m 

microdot spacing and 3 !lm row spacing is created directed like parallel bands in the direction of 

the ablated chromium strips on clean silicon wafer under low power irradiation. In [71] the group 

has reported that the periodic structure formation of two-dimensional was fabricated on the 

surface of silica glass by a single shot of three interfered femtosecond laser pulses. 

Microstructures including both micro holes and micro orbicular platform have been investigated 

due to the interaction between the Silica glass and the femtosecond laser at a wavelength of 800 

nm. The fabricated microstructures can be ascribing the formation of the plasma and the molten 

liquid on the surface of the bulk silica glass at different energy level of the pulse. Several groups 

[72, 73] have prospered for fabrication of the periodic structures in photosensitive transparent 

materials by interfere multi beams of femtosecond laser pulses with the assist of the diffractive 

beam splitter. The limitation of this method represents by the quantity of pulses energy and the 

angles which bounded by two beams. Therefore this will result the difficulty of microstructure 

fabrication with small period, also for the materials that has big energy band gap such as silica 

glass is difficult of fabrication. These techniques mingle advantages with some drawbacks. Each 

of these techniques is preferred due; their advantages include such, easy fabrication process, low 

cost and fast. 

In previous Chapters, laser machining processing combined many material changes and 

stages have been mentioned. As [10] has reported, amorphization, melting, re-crystallization, 

nucleated vaporization and ablation occur as part of the laser machining of silicon wafers. 

Features such as dots as well as ripples and columns are created during these stages. The re

solidification happens in two stages; amorphization and. re-crystallization. The main difference 
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between these two processes rests with amount of energy deposited in the material in 

temperature form and the following cooling velocity. At lower temperatures, characterized by 

short irradiation periods, the material does not re-crystallize after melting and remains in an 

amorphous state. In any event, if the temperature is high quite, then the slow cooling will permit 

re-crystallization. From the other point of view, the modification threshold refers to the laser 

fluence required to initiate the amorphization process, namely changing the silicon surface from 

solid to liquid. After melting, re-crystallization of the liquid silicon layer occurs [74]. Certainly, 

if the laser fluence is above the ablation threshold, the silicon wafer is machined. In our 

experiments, a new technique of submicron dots arrays fabricating by direct laser irradiation 

below threshold using a self-aligned common path optical configuration, the dots formed at very 

low fixed laser fluence of 0.129 J Icm2
• 

In our experimental results, the Figures clearly show that two intersection lines have been 

formed at same time, first related to gratings formula and the other as ripples patterning structure 

related to theory of interfere the incident light with the surface wave. Sub-micron dots structure 

has been fabricated by direct fabrication through transfer the interference fringes from a laser 

spot to the sample surface. 

6.2 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

6.2.1 SUBMICRON DOTS ARRAYS 

The existent surface structure change of submicron dots induced by 1064 nm laser is 

presented in Figure 6-1 and Figure 6-2 as a function of laser energy density, wavelength, and 

pulse duration as well as fluence intensity. Laser fluence intensity is 0.129 Jcm-
2 

and was 

calculated from the ratio of the pulse energy that attains the value needed for silicon melting 
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against spot area. These dot structures were defined by two kinds of mechanism formation which 

performed approximately at same time. Furthermore, the dots arrays was governed and arose 

from intersect two patterns, first is grating that generated by direct interference writing formula 

and second is ripple that generated by interference between the incident laser and the frozen 

capillary waves (FCW). The continuous lines in X-axis were grating periods (d) induced by the 

interferometer technique and the discontinuous line breakage in the Y-axis is a result of the 

(FCW) grating. 

Y-axis X-axis 

This direction governed by Few 

Figure 6-1: Submicron dots structure at repetition rate 0/10 KHz and pulse energy 0/0.29 pJ. 
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agaInst spot area. These dot structures vvcre defined by tvv'O kinds of mechanlsn-l fonncHlon vVhlCh 

perfonlled approxinl3tely at sanle tilne. Furthennore, the dots arrays \VdS governed and arose 

[ron) I n tcrs~ct two patterns. flrst is gra ting thJ t generated by d t reet i n terf~rencc vvn ti ng fo nnll \ (3 

and second i!:J ripple that generat~d by intert~rence bern·ceo the tncidcnt laser and the frozen 

capillary vvaves (FC\V). The conttnuous lines In X-axis \.vere grating period~ (d) induced by the 

interferometer technique and the discontinuous 1 ine breakage in the Y-axis is a result of the 

(FeW) grating. 

)<-axis X- ax is 

Figure 6-1: Suhmicrofl dots structure at repetilton rate of 10 KHz and pulse energy 0/0.29 Jll. 
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Figure 6-2: Zoom-in ofstlbmicron dots array of multi sceneries at repetition rate of 10 KHz and pulse 

energy of 0.29 pl. 

The fornlin g of a ::i ubmicron dots pattern on Si was such as regular anays with average 

ilIlcrodots size of 240 nm and dots spacing was of 890 nm, in the average. The dots structure was 

shaped at th~ ;nkrscction point of the interferometer and th~ (FeW) grating. Wh ile the 

dimension::; uf an array due laser structuring depend upon the wavelength, and the spacing 

between two adjacent elements which is usually clost; to laser wavelength. ExperimentaUy the 

average period (d) of the imerferometer grating was 1388 nm, which is in agreement with results 

reported in Chapter 5. 
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Figure 6-2: Zoom-in o/submicron dots array o/multi sceneries at repetition rate 0/10 Kllz and pulse 

energy 0/0.29 p.J. 

The forming of a submicron dots pattern on Si was such as regular arrays with average 

microdots size of240 nm and dots spacing was of 890 nm, in the average. The dots structure was 

shaped at the intersection point of the interferometer and the (FCW) grating. While the 

dimensions of an array due laser structuring depend upon the wavelength, and the spacing 

between two adjacent elements which is usually close to laser wavelength. Experimentally the 

average period (d) of the interferometer grating was 1388 nm, which is in agreement with results 

reported in Chapter 5. 
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The interferometer grating period (d) depends solely on the wavelength of the incident 

laser, A, and the angle between the incident laser and substrate, e, as in Equation 1-3, which 

approximately equal to the incident laser wavelength, A. If a shorter wavelength laser used in this 

setup, dots structures of shorter periods or smaller dots are achievable. 

On the other hand the (FCW) grating was fabricated by spatial variation of the optical 

intensity resulting from the interference between the incident laser and the frozen capillary 

waves which were transiently characteristic to molten silicon and excited by incident laser light 

scattered parallel to the substrate, initially by the surface roughness and afterwards by the 

interferometer grating [43]. Experimentally the average dots separation by capillary wave 

etching was 890 nm. The theoretical period (A) of (FCW), in a shallow liquid layer can be 

depicted by Equation 6-1 [75]. 

Eq 6·1 

Where a is the surface tension coefficient of molten silicon (850 mN m'l), p the mass 

density of liquid layer (2.52 g cm-\ TL the life time of the molten state (which can be 

approximated as pulse duration (20 ns), and h is the height of the molten layer (121 nm). 

Figure 6-3 (a, b and c) reveals the influence of further increase of dwell time and fluency 

decrease on dots structures. This leads to as partially as forming dots due to the fluency decrease 

which is in tum cause decrease the molten layer as in Equation 6-2. The (FeW) period (A) is 

influenced by several variables which are very responsive for a tiny change as define by 

Equation 6-1. It is generally accepted that this type of the dots arises from optical interference 

effect caused by the interaction between interferometer grating due to interfere of two incident 
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beams of fixed angle with a capillary waves which is created at the rough surface during the 

irradiation and scattered along the surface. 

The height of the molten layer was estimated by the Equation 6-2, [76]. 

h = 0 (l-R) 
(Cv Tm+Lm) Eq6-2 

Where, 0, is the laser fluence, R, Cv, Tm, and, Lm, is given in Table 5-1. The, h, is 

calculated as 121 nm, which is in the same order as the average diameter of the nanodots. 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 6-3: Normal view SEM images of the silicon wafer subjected to Nd: YAG laser pulses at laser 
jluence of O. 065 J cm-2: (a) Shows submicron dots array of silicon surface for partially forming zone, 
(0) Views of partially structuring of suhmicron dots at longer dwell time of 150 ms, 60 KHz, and (c) 
Lines array in consequence of dots melting at 200 ms, (J.=1064 nm, f'L = 20 ns, 10 KHz) 

Substituting Equation 6-2 in Equation 6-1 and the silicon parameters given in Table 6-1, 

getting the spatial periodicity (A) of the grooves that etched by the (FCW) is 897 nm. These 

results are nearly coincided with the experimental result of 890 nm. The peak to peak splits of 

interferometer grating (d) is 1390 nm which was1.56 time larger than of (FeW) grating spacing 

(A) and results in spacious grooves, all grooves are straight, and no vacilJation was observed, as 

shown in Figure 6-2. The sub micron etching grooves by (FCW) were registered only at parallel 
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beams of fixed 3ngle with a cClpli lary 'Naves which is created at the rough surface during the 

Irrad iation and )cattercd along the surface. 

The height of thc molten layer was estimated by the Equation 6-2. [76] 

h= 
o (i - R) 

£q 6-2 

Where , 0, is the laser tluence, R, c" TI/I, and. L,", IS given in Table 5-1 The /}, IS 

calculated as 121 nm , whIch i~ in the same order as the average diameter of the nanodub. 

(3) (b) ( c) 

Figure 6<s: Normal view SEM images of the .~ilicon wafer subjected (0 Nd: YAG laser pulses at laser 
fluence of O. 065 J cm-2: (a) Shows subm;cron dots array of silicon surface for partially forming lOne, 
(b) Views of partially structuring of submicron dots at longer dwell time of 150 ms, 60 KHz, and (e) 
Lmes array in consequence of dots melling at 200 ms, (J..=1064 nm, rl. = 20 ns, 10 KHz) 

Substituting Equation 6-2 in Equation 6- 1 and the silicon param~ters given in Table 6-1, 

getting the spatial periodiCity (I\. ) of the grooves that etched by the (FeW) is 897 nm. These 

results are nearly coincided with the experimental result of 890 nm. The peak to peak splits of 

Interferometer grating (d) is 1390 nm which was \.56 time larger than uf (FC~) grating spacing 

(1\) and results in spaci[lus grooves , all grooves are straight, and no vacillation was obscncd. as 

shown in Figufl.- b-2. fhe suhmicron etching grooves by (FL'W) were registered only at parallel 
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orientation to the irradiated substrate. It may be can explains similar to interference between the 

laser beams and the scattered beam on the substrate; so surface roughness and in-homogeneity 

caused surface waves, freezing of capillary waves and generation of a temporary periodic heating 

pattern during laser irradiation. These waves serve as the starting in-homogeneity of the 

absorptivity of the surface, as consequence of processes [43, 77, 78]. Take into consideration the 

fact that (FCW) period (A) cannot exceed the life time of the liquid layer 'tL. The lifetime 

conditional on the over-heating of the substrate surface above the melting point of a solid and it 

should be close to laser pulse duration near the melting threshold [75]. Theoretically, nanosecond 

laser ablation below and close to threshold fluence, the melt has certainly fairly the same 

duratiori as the pulse itself, which would be 20 ns in the available nanosecond laser parameters. 

Thus, for fluency equal 0.129 J cm-2 and 'tL of20 ns, the estimated (FCW) Periodicity (A) which 

calculated from Equation 6-1 and Equation 6-2 would be equal 897 nm. Expecting due to narrow 

line-width of interferometer grating, determines the dots diameter decrease in view of a small 

distribution of sizes. Equation 6-1 and Equation 6-2 predict longer molten state durations can 

cause melting in the surface substrate with appropriate laser fluence. 

6.2.2 RIPPLES PATTERNS INDUCED BY INTERFERENCE BETWEEN FROZEN 

CAPILLARY WAVES (FCW) AND LASER BEAM 

Novel method is presented for a single shot laser-patterning of variable features 

conducting secondary lines on solid surfaces. Employing laser induced grating and secondary 

patterning; silicon grating with secondary patterning is fonned on (C-Si). Direct writing grating 

used wavelength of 1.064 !lm and laser beam with p-polarization were performed to characterize 

the secondary pattern grating as a result of sample optical parameters and energy density (laser 
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fluence) by interfering two laser beams. As shown in Figure 6-4, ripples was arose beside and 

parallel to the interferometer grating periods (d) which formed vertically depends on modified 

laser polarization by direct writing laser in common optical path configuration. The ripples 

generated by interference between the incident laser and the frozen capillary waves (FeW). At 

the same time, ripples were formed in similar manner in vertical direction related to beam 

polarization of (P) which caused by the interaction by the incident laser with capillary frozen 

wave. The average ripple spacing (A) was 270 nm with orientation parallel to the interferometer 

grating patterns. Ripple formation happened by same phenomenon which expressed by Equation 

6-1 and Equation 6-2. No dots arose in this case, no junction between two different patterns 

which formed by same orientation vertically to X-axis of silicon wafer. 

The forming of a ripple structure on Si was such as regular pattern with spacing (A) of 

270 nm in the average. The ripples structure was shaped at the valley spot between two lines of 

interferometer grating at one grating period. The dimensions of ripples spacing (A) due laser 

structuring depend upon the laser fluence intensity of 0.015 J/cm2 and pulse duration of 20 ns at 

repetition rate of 30 KHz with machining spot size of 40 ~m. Theoretically, the ripples period 

(A) of secondary pattern is given by the Equation 6-1 and Equation 6-2 [75, 76]. 
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Figure 6-4; SEM v;ews of ripples at repelition rale of 30 KHz with pulse energy of 0.199 )iJ. 
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6.3 PRACTICAL CONSIDERATION 

6.3.1 PROSSESSING PARAMETERS 

6.3.1.1 Effect of Pulse Repetition Rate 

As seen in Figure 6-5 (a and b) the effect of pulse repetition rate on ablation threshold. 

Graphs demonstrating the threshold energy fluence and threshold average beam power for 

different laser repetition rates. Figure 6-5 (a) shows the threshold fluence decreases rapidly with 

increase in the laser repetition rate. This result agrees well with those obtained by other authors 

[79]. However, the higher the laser repetition rate is, the higher the threshold average beam 

power becomes as shown in Figure 6-5 (b). 

It is important to note that Figure 6-5 (a) flats out in the range of repetition rate between 

10-30 KHz and remains at a constant threshold fluence. This is due to the fact that minimum 

threshold fluence is required to start the ablation process. If the laser fluence goes below this 

minimum threshold fluence of 10 KHz, no ablation occurs no matter how much machining time 

is fed to the target surface. Therefore, as Figure 6-5 (b) demonstrates, while the threshold fluence 

remains almost constant, increase in the pulse repetition rate leads to the increase in threshold 

laser power. 
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Figure 6·5 (a): Threshold Energy F1uence vs. Repetition Rate from 10 KHz to 30 KHz 

l064nm 
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Figure 6-5 (b): Threshold Average Beam Power vs. Repetition Rate from 10KHz to 30 KHz 

If these estimates are confion the indication that the sub-micrometer structures obtained 

was practically frozen capillary waves (FeW), characteristic to molten silicon and suggested that 

surface waves created by the laser pulses can be responsible for the phenomenon. 
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Silicon Parameter Value Reference 

Reflectivity R 0.3 [80] 
Specific heat capacjty (v, j cm"'l(l 2 (76] 
Metting temperature Tm, K 1685 [76] 
Specific h eat of melting Lm, J em" 4130 [80] 
Surface tension coefficient (I, mN m·l 850 [15) 
liquid mass density P, gem"' 2.52 [81] 

Table 6-1: Silicon parameter used to solve the Equation 6-1 and Equation 6-2 

Thus, this method of using laser induced (FeW) etching will be feasible for fabrication of 

submicron dots structures with unique physical properties such as quantum limitation to reduce 

the structure dimensions. The bright color of the dots refers to silicon dioxide which was prior to 

irradiation and consequence of silicon exposure to air [82]. 

6.3.1.2 Secondary Ripples Formation Mechanisms 

As mentioned by [10, 74] after irradiation of silicon surface with linearly polarized the 

ripples will form at stages of amorphization and annealing before arrive at threshold ablation 

stage. Therefore in the next sections, several mechanisms for formation of ripples have been 

proposed. Surface tension waves, surface tension gradient, Acoustic waves, interference between 

the incident laser beam with surface electromagnetic waves (SEW), interference between the 

incident laser and the frozen capillary waves (FeW) mechanisms, have been described in detail. 
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6.3.1.2.1 Surface Tension Waves 

As mentioned by [83], related to an ideal irrotational and incompressible fluid, the 

dispersion relation for surface tension waves is given by Equation 6-3. This Equation can be used 

to estimate ripple periodicity, 

Eq6-3 

Where, /" is the surface tension, k, is the wave number. The angular frequency is assumed 

to be 2rr times the inverse laser pulse width. Equation 6-3 is quite insensitive to the height of 

molten silicon. For [(hk) »1], Equation 6-3 is independent of (h) and for (hk«l), capillary 

wavelength A varies as h1/4. 

6.3.1.2.2 Surface Tension Gradients 

Throughout laser surface melting, temperature gradients on the melt surface between the 

laser beam impact point and the intersection line of the solid liquid interface with the surface 

lead to surface tension gradients that sweep liquid away from the beam impact point. The 

temperature gradient extends radially away from the center of the laser beam. Under the laser 

beam, the temperature of the liquid is at the highest and surface tension of the liquid is at the 

lowest. As the liquid temperature decreases away from the center of the beam, the surface 

tension of the liquid increases. This phenomenon causes the liquid to flow away from the center 

of the beam and therefore depress the liquid surface underneath the laser beam and ridge the 

liquid surface elsewhere. As the beam passes to other areas of the surface, the height difference 

between the liquid under the beam and the liquid away from the beam increases. A pressure head 
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induces a counter flow of liquid back to the region underneath the beam. At steady state, the 

liquid flow away from the beam caused by the surface tension gradient and the gravity counter 

flow of the liquid towards the beam balance each other out. Due to the large temperature 

gradients and rapid solidification rates associated with laser surface melting, this distortion of the 

liquid surface becomes frozen into the surface and ripples appear. The only manner in which 

these ripples from surface tension gradients can be avoided is if the laser beam sweep velocity 

exceeds a certain critical velocity. The various stages of the laser beam sweep and the creation of 

ripples due to surface tension gradients obey the Equations which states the critical velocity of 

the laser beam must exceed, as the following [84], 

1 
Vc = zwlr Eq.6-4 

Where, w, is the ripple base width, T, is the time required to form ripples. 

It should be noted that, T, can obtain by the Equation 6-5, 

Eq.6-5 

Where, g, is the acceleration field. Using Equations 6-4 and 6-5, Vc, was expressed as, 

Eq.6-6 

The surface tension, a, of a liquid may be written as (0'= 0'0 - sT). Here, 0'0 is the surface 

enthalpy, s, is the surface entropy and, T, is the temperature. Since the surface entropy (s) is 

positive, the temperature coefficient d a IdT of the surface tension of most liquids is negative i.e. 

(d a IdT < 0). However, a higher beam velocity requires a higher power laser in order to achieve 
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the same penetration depth. The high power laser leads to additional cost and also surface 

rippling through other mechanisms such as vapour pressure depression of the melt surface. 

6.3.1.2.3 Acoustic Waves 

According to [83, 85], silicon goes through volume contraction and generates an acoustic 

wave upon melting. The thermo elasticity of silicon creates the acoustic wave even before 

melting with a power spectrum that peaks around inverse of the pulse duration. Higher above the 

threshold the generated sound wave lasts over several periods and consequently washes out. The 

acoustic wave propagates on the surface in an anisotropic manner. In [85], the ripples appeared 

parallel to one of the (110) Si crystal axes. However, in [83], the ripples are seen to be 

perpendicular to the laser polarization. The ripples are in fact a frozen out surface acoustic wave 

with a frequency of inverse the pulse width ofthe illuminating laser. 

6.3.1.2.4 Interference the Incident Laser Beam With Surface Electromagnetic Wave 

(SE\V) 

According to [86] observes laser induced periodic surface structures (LIPSS) in term of 

ripples. Author stated that after exposure to linearly polarized radiation at normal incidence, the 

lateral period of the observed surface structures is very close to the wavelength of the incident 

radiation. It is generally accepted that this type of wavelength ripple arises from optical 

interference effects due to the superposition of the incident radiation with a surface 

electromagnetic wave (SEW) which is created at the rough surface during the irradiation and 

which is scattered along the surface. Like this theory takes into consideration the interaction of 

an electromagnetic wave with a microscopically rough surface, which includes also the possible 
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excitation of surface polaritons. This theory predicts possible (LIPSS) wave vectors k of the 

surface [with Ikl= (2n) 1:] as a function of the laser parameters (angle of incidence e, 

polarization direction, and wave vector of the incident radiation kL [with Ikd= (2n) /1.] which has 

a component ki in the surface plane and surface parameters as dielectric constant and surface 

roughness. It leads to an expression for the inhomogeneous energy deposition into the irradiated 

material which is proportional to n (k, ki ) X Ib (k)l, where n is a response function describing the 

efficacy with which the surface roughness at k leads to inhomogeneous absorption of radiation. 

The second factor b represents a measure of amplitude of the surface roughness at k which is a 

slowly varying function for a surface with a homogeneously distributed roughness. 

As [87] illustrates, the periodic ripple structures are formed by the spatial modulation of 

optical intensity resulting from the interference between the incident laser light and (SEW). 

A variety of different (SEW) surface modification have ripple structures can be achieved 

by this fabrication method based on polarization dependence. The (SEW) structures with a high 

spatial frequency are attractive, but unsuitable for application to microelectronic devices. The 

orientation and spatial period of the (SEW) structure are determined by the wavelength, the 

polarization, and incident angle of the beam. The orientation of the (SEW) grating structure is 

determined exclusively by the polarization oflight. In particular, when using s-polarized light the 

grooves of the (SEW) grating run perpendicular to the vector of the incident electric field. In the 

case of using p-polarized light, the grooves of the SEW grating run parallel to the vector of the 

incident electric field. 

The theoretical period of SEW ripple obtained by using P-polarized laser is described as 

[87], 
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O - 211 
5-

ks + ko sin 9 
Eq6·7 

Where, ko, is the wave number of incident laser light and, ks, the real part of the 

propagation (SEW) wave vector. If, Oh, is an integer multiple of, Os, 

Eq6-8 

Where, m, is an integer 

The spatial periods of (SEW) ripples are determined by the incident angle and wave 

number of incident light. Thus, the spatial period (A) of these ripples is known to be closely 

related to the wavelength number and angle of incidence. 

6.3.1.2.5 Interference between the Incident Laser and the Frozen Capillary \Vaves 

(FCW) 

A frozen capillary wave was as interest mechanism for many groups in laser induced 

ripple structures. According to [75] illustrates, the large scale periodic structures on a single 

crystal Si surface. It is suggested that the spatial period of the structures is determined by the 

capillary wave period on the molten solid surface. These waves serve as the starting in-

homogeneity of the absorptivity of the surface. The capillary waves can be responsible for the 

formation of the initial periodic structure on the surface of molten (C-Si). The dispersion relation 

for shallow capillary waves on a liquid surface for duration of laser pulse near threshold melting 

(Tp=20 ns) are given by the following expression, 

Eq6·9 
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The period of the wave as the time of existence of the melt, I, is expressed by, 

t = 2rr/ro Eq 6-10 

This time depends on the overheating of the surface above the melting point of a solid 

and should be close to the duration of the laser pulse near the threshold of melting, therefore t== 

1:p=20 ns. 

Also for, k, it's given by, 

k = 2rrJ).. Eq 6-11 

Substituting Equation 6-10 and Equation 6-11 in Equation 6-9 will get the relation by 

expression of wavelength, A, as follow, 

Eq 6-12 

Where, h, is the depth of the molten liquid, ro, is the frequency of the wave, u, is the 

coefficient of surface tension of the melt, p, mass density of the liquid layer, k, stands for the 

wave vector of the capillary wave, and, A, is the wavelength of the capillary wave. 

Group [88] demonstrated that the periodic ripple structures on silicon surface exposed in 

air to 1064 nm, Nd: YAG pulsed laser irradiation. They are reached to same as results as of [75]. 

The group put to considering the fact that the capillary wave period cannot exceed the life time 

of the molten state tL, and therefore the average microstructures ripples spacing (A), can be 

estimated instead by the expression as in Equation 6-1. Finally. the estimation of the height of 
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the molten layer (h) in Equation 6-1, can get it by the Equation 6-2, according to [89] which have 

suggested that (FCW) is responsible for ripples forming. 

In the experiment all the indicators for "dots formation" attributed to the theory of 

interference between the incident light and the capillary surface wave which effect on the molten 

silicon layer height and dots size. As [75, 88, 89] demonstrated that the formation of ripple using 

pulsed laser below threshold energy fluence was related to the theory of "interference between 

the incident laser and the frozen capillary surface wave". However, our experimental results 

show for higher applied laser fluence, the high pulse energy at 10KHz induced ripples 

separations. For instance, the experimentally result of frozen capillary wave separation equal 890 

nm, this values so far from the applied laser wavelength of 1064 nm. So, theoretically it can only 

apply the Equation 6-1 and Equation 6-2 in order to expedience both theoretically 897nm and 

experimentally 890nm (FCW) reading. Therefore for nanosecond laser pulse duration that was 

used, the above "SEW and acoustic wave" mentioned mechanisms are not responsible for 

formed ripples on silicon surface. 

6.4 SUMMARY 

The study in this Chapter has investigated the capability of using a low power 

nanosecond laser for silicon sample. Nanosecond laser of 1064 nm wavelength with high energy 

density combined with the low repetition rate in the range of 10-70 KHz was presented for (C-Si) 

patterning. This method attains new concept to fabricate periodic submicron dot structures of 240 

nm diameter (dd) in average fabricated directly by a single step maskless process. The period (d) 

of the etched groove by the interferometer grating was 1390 nrn, while the spatial periodicity (A) 

of the groove by the frozen capillary wave (FCW) etching was 897 nm. The influence of the 
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machining time, pulse energy and laser parameters on the machining quality and the feature size 

were studied successfully. The etched depth of interferometer grating increased linearly in time, 

while the depth of the (FCW) grating was increasing exponentially with increasing laser 

irradiation time. Based on our knowledge, it was first time that the low-repetition-rate 

nanosecond laser has been demonstrated industrial applications for submicron dot structures. 

Colliding two beams and generating interference fringes to fabricate submicron dots arrays by 

nanosecond laser the concept is did not demonstrate before. Such as this technique the submicron 

dots formation, patterning and orientation obey the grating which generated by self-aligned 

common path optical configuration interference and the surface roughness capillary wave (FCW) 

growth Equations. The laser induced by (FCW) etching of direct ablation technique, which offers 

substantial advantages over conventional lithographic techniques in procedure flexibility, speeds, 

and simplicity. This technique for dots array structures fabrication can be realized for 

commercially usage if the beam quality of shorter wavelength lasers is further improved. Future 

work would comprise increase in the dots density per area, reduction of the dots size and more 

control for the orientations. 

The fonnation of the submicron dots and the dynamics of the interaction between the 

nanosecond laser and Silicon have been discussed. An in-depth study was carried out in which of 

the laser parameters influence on the profile and quality of fabricating sub-micron dots patterns. 

Several mechanisms for fonnation of ripples have been proposed. The preferred mechanism 

which responsible for ripple structure in nanosecond regime was interference between the 

incident laser and the (FCW) theory, have been described in detail. 
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CHAPTER 7 

LASER PATTERNING USING SECOND HARMONIC 

GENERATION WAVELENGTH (SHG) 

7.1 INTRODUCTION 

In this Chapter, a novel method is developed for a single shot laser patterning of variable 

nano features on a thin gold film grating of 1000 A thickness coated on quartz substrate. Direct 

writing grating in common optical path setup that uses second harmonic wavelength were 

performed for grating fabrication. The grating characterize was a result of sample optical 

parameters and laser power density of interfering two laser beams in common optical path 

configuration. 

Driven by the potential applications in optical communications and displays, a 

considerable research effort has been ongoing in fabricating sub wavelength structures with 

periods smaller than 200 nm. Sub 200 nm gratings have the potential of replacing the 

conventional optical multi layer elements [96], such as anti-reflection surface, polarization 

splitter, and resonant filter, with improved quality. Usually, these gratings should be written 

either in transparent materials or on optical thin films. The standard fabrication process involves 

interferometric lithography; evaporation and dry etch [97]. The end product will then be used as 

a master to perform the standard replications of sub wavelength structures. 

There are numerous different approaches to generate sub wavelength gratings, including 

(UV) lithography [98], e-beam lithography [99] and nano-imprint lithography [100]. Nanosecond 
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and femtosecond lasers have become promising tools for inscribe gratings; primarily due to their 

unique properties of photon-matter interaction [20] which makes material removal can be 

precisely controlled in sub-wavelength scale [101]. Several attempts of using direct writing of 

laser interference for surface relief grating writing have been made [48, 55, 102]. 

7.2 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

7.2.1 GRATINGS INDUCED BY LONG PULSES NANOSECOND LASER OF 532 NM 

USING COMMON OPTICAL PATH INTERFERENCE 

Interferometric grating patterning is based on the formation of stable and uniform 

interference fringes. This task demands light sources of high temporal and spatial coherence. 

Typical Nd: Y AG lasers, produce high energy density in the UV region. Fabrication setup was 

used pulse duration of 20 ns of second harmonic generation wavelength of 532 nrn that generates 

low laser energy of 0.152 Ill. Laser patterning of grating of 260 nrn period were conducted on 

silicon wafer. The morphology of the samples was characterized and studied with the help of a 

(SEM). 

Laser parameter was used is P-polarization of 50 KHz repetition rate nanosecond laser. 

The effect of using high repetition rate of 50 KHz shows that grating edges and line width is 

more uniform. The feature size of grating period is 260 nm is less than half wavelength of 532 

run that used. This result can consider as a great achievement when nanosecond laser is used; in 

spite of HAZ impress and some of separated debris is explicit. Figure 7-1 displays grating 

structure of period 260 nm, arose through interfere two laser beams in common optical path 

configuration. 
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LW= 
90 

Figure 7-1: shows SEM image o/the grating/abricated using p-polarization o/second harmonic 
generation 0/532 nm o/wavelength at repetition rate 0/50 KHz, pulse duration 0/20 ns, and (LJf') 0/ 

90 nm and (GP) 0/260 nm 

7.2.2 GRATINGS PATTERN INDUCED BY ULTRASHORT FEMTOSECOND 

PULSES LASER OF 400NM 

In this experimental study, a novel direct patterning technique for gratings fabrication on 

thin gold film surface was presented. The pattern arose by interfere two ultrashort laser beams in 

a common optical path configuration. The grating fabrication by femtosecond laser was 

employed the same setup and concept for common optical path which used in Chapter 5. The 

most challenge for using short pulses femtosecond laser in term of laser interference is time 

delay or the difference between two interfering beams (two interfering pulses) which should not 

exceed 45 11m in our parameters. Otherwise the setup will not meet the criteria for suitable 

fringes pattern generation. Since light speed is 2.8x109 mls. If light speed will multiply by 

femtosecond pulse duration of 150 fs, this will give certain small value of 45 11m. While for long 

pulses nanosecond laser the problem disregards and paths difference will be much bigger of 56 

m. Hence two pulses time delay in femtosecond laser system is very limited and should not be 
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Figure 7-/: shows SE}VI image of the f:ratlng .fabricated using p-polarization of s'!cond harmonic 
generation of 532 nnl o/wavelength at rt:pelitioll rate of 50 KHz, pulse duration of 20 I1S, and (LW) c/' 

90 nm and (CP) of 260 nm 

7.2 2 GRATINGS PATTERN INDUCED BY ULTRASHORT FEMTOSECOND 

PULSES L,\SER OF 400 NM 

In this experimental study, a no\. cl direct patterning ll~c~niquc for gC3llngs fabric3tion nn 

thin go td fihn surface was presented The pattern arose h y inu:rfere two u 1 trashon la~cr bL.:an1S in 

a COll1mon optic~l path configuration. The grating fabri(ntion b; femLO~eCOnc. laser \\'JS 

employed the saInt: .~ctup and concept for common optical path v\' hich used in Chaptel 5-. The 

Inost challenge lu[ using short pulses femtosecond L.lscr tn ternl rjf laser interference is titn~ 

delay or the difference between two interfering beams (two interfering pui~c::,) vvhich should not 

exceed 45 !im in our paralnetcrs. Otherwise the setup will not meet the cr it8ria f0r suitable 

fringes pattelll generation. SincG light speed is 2.~x 109 m's. If light speed \'viII tnultiply by 

femtosecond pulse duratjon of 150 fs, thi~ v;ill give certain small value nf 45 ,urn. v'/hile for long 

pulses nanosecond laser the problem disregards and paths difference will be L111Ch bigger of 56 

m. Hence two pulses time delay in femtosecond laser sy<;teITI IS very limited and shuuld not be 
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greater than 45 llm. The fabrication technique is simplifies the optical setup, immune to 

extraneous, good edge acuity and inherent vibration. The morphology of the samples surfaces 

was characterized with the help of atomic force microscope (AFM). 

As in Figure 7-2, the experimental result that induced by femtosecond laser system which 

delivered pulses at a central wavelength of 800nm and pulse duration of 150 fs at repetition rate 

of 1 kHz. The emitting laser beam was linearly polarized and had a diameter of 5 mm. A second 

harmonic generator was used to double the laser frequency to 400 nm. 

Figure 7-2: shows AFM image of the grating formed at polarization parallel to the propagation plan 
employed second harmonic generation wavelength of short pulse femtosecond laser of 400 nm and 

short pulse duration of 150 fs 

Figure 7-2 presents an (AFM) image of a grating formed with common optical path 

setup. The intensity of the pulses was controlled far below the ablation threshold; otheIWise the 
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setup . The intensity of the pulses was controlled far below the ablation lhreshold ; otherwise the 
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high thennal transports during the laser interaction will wash out the finely structured grating. 

The fringe orientation is parallel to beams overlapping direction (the propagation plane) which 

fulfilled by controlling the polarization of the incident beam and rotates to the direction parallel 

to the propagation plane. The profile of the grating was measured by (AFM) and is given in 

Figure 7-3. The depth of the grating is about 40nm. The period (d) of the fabricated grating was 

measured as 220nm, which is nearly agrees with half wavelength of the incident laser beam. 

Leaping to shorter wavelength than 400 nm at 3rd hannonic wavelength, the feature size become 

smaller, and so for every H.G., the feature size will goes to half the wavelength. 

7.2.3 PROCESSING PARAMETERS 

7.2.3.1 Effect of Wavelength 

To induce femtosecond laser interference, pulses must temporally and spatially overlap. 

The optical path difference (6d) for two pulses expressed by Equation 7-1 [103], 

6d<cr Eq 7-1 

Where, c, is the light speed and, T, is the pulse duration. For example to interfere 150 fs 

laser pulses, the optical path difference between two interfering beams should not be greater than 

45 !lm. This number can be very critical value to superpose two beams at same focal plane and 

raise fringes pattern. 
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Figure 7-3: The grating period is measured as about 220 nm that induced by femtosecond laser of 400 
ns wavelength 

The number of fringes produced by the interference of two beams can be controlled by 

varying laser wavelength to smaller harmonic generation or frequency. This method offers a 

femtosecond laser technique for gratings fabrication by direct writing in a common optical path 

configuration without difficulty in beams interfering. Their offers precisely control the optical 

path difference. 

7.3 SUMMARY 

In this Chapter grating fabrication by laser interference in common optical path 

configuration has been proposed. The two beams interference for a surface grating by using 

second harmonic generation for both nanosecond and femtosecond laser have been 

demonstrated. Initially nanosecond laser has pulse duration of 20 ns and low laser energy of 

0.152 J.lJ was employed. Laser patterning of grating of260 nm period were conducted on silicon 

wafer by second harmonic generation of 532 nm wavelength. Laser was polarized to P-

polarization of 50 KHz repetition rate. The morphology of the samples was studied by (SEM). 
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Secondly, direct writing of half wavelength gratings with simple optics by interference 

femtosecond pulses on transparent substrate coated with thin gold film. Equation 1-3 was 

employed to calculate grating period (d). Surface grating on gold film was conducted in 

atmosphere of period (d) 220 nm. Femtosecond laser has short pulse duration of 150 fs for 

second harmonic generation wavelength of 400 nm. The result was examined by (AFM). 

This technology used common optical path configuration was applied for femtosecond 

laser fabrication. The beams automatically interfered and it does not require complicated optical 

setup. The optical setup is immune to extraneous and inherent vibration; it is fast and consists of 

little optics. This fabrication technique can be realized commercially. Future work would involve 

reduction of the feature size and increase in the frequency of the grating. 
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CHAPTER 8 

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

8.1 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

Although the likelihood of using nanosecond lasers for micro machining has been 

predicted for some time, industrial application of this technique is awaited due to the challenges 

faced in terms of laser parameters and inadequate experimental studies in this area. The objective 

of this report was to further extend the capability of nanosecond laser for direct nanopatterning 

and overcome some challenges faced by the conventional techniques which currently in use in 

different industries. 

First, a common path optical configuration was developed for nanograting impress based 

on a custom made prism. The silent feature of the configuration is that it is self aligned and has 

wide incident angle. With this optics, nanograting and nanodot array were generated in silicon 

substrates and gold thin films. 

The experimental results outlined in Chapter 5 for direct fabrication of grating in silicon 

using fundamental harmonic wavelength of 1064 nm Nd: Y AG laser interference was 

demonstrated. Appropriate gratings period (d) of 1300 nm with high smoothness were 

successfully fabricated in silicon using a variety of exposure conditions and parameters mainly 

pulse repetition rate and dwell time. Study the influence of pulse energy, low repetition rate of 

10-70 KHz using low power nanosecond laser on grating patterns. Gratings were obtained by 

single shot of multi pulse exposures, and their characters were characterized using (SEM) 

measurements. 
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Chapter 6 displays developing a new method for the generation of nanodot array and 

investigate phenomenon of ripple formation that associated with grating writing. The dot array 

was governed and arose from intersect two patterns, first is grating that generated by direct 

interference writing formula and second is ripple that generated by interference between the 

incident laser and the (FCW). Since the dot structures were defined by two kinds of mechanism 

formation which performed approximately at same time. The experimental results outlined in 

this Chapter demonstrate principally the influence of the fixed pulse width of 20 ns, repetition 

rate, pulse energy, and the dwell time on the dots array formation as well as the dots separation 

created during irradiation. 

In our experiments, the dots formed at a laser fluence intensity of 0.129 Jcm-2
• In the 

nanosecond regime, the dots as well as ripple formation on the silicon surface was based on the 

interference between the incident laser and the (FCW) mechanisms. The dimensions of an array 

due grating structuring depend upon the laser wavelength and the angle. The spacing between 

two adjacent elements is usually close to wavelength, it was 1300 nm. While the dots separation 

(A) by (FCW) etching in a shallow liquid layer depends on laser fluency and pulse duration, it 

was 890 nm. Theoretically, it was seen that for pulse width (laser pulse duration) used, repetition 

rate and pulse energy; the dot array spacing (A) increased with the life time of the molten state 'tL 

that equal to laser pulse duration, as well as with effect of laser fluence 0, while other 

parameters did not playas decisive a role. 

Also, in Chapter 6, the secondary ripple formation on silicon surface which based on the 

interference between the incident laser and the (FCW) mechanisms have been demonstrated. At 

30 KHz pulse repetition rate with 0.015 J/cm2 beam energy fluence measured 270 nm in ripple 
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spacing (A) for the fundamental wavelength of 1064 nm. It was found that laser fluence and 

pulse width only played a significant role in the amount of ripples separation. 

The experimental results outlined in Chapter 7 demonstrate that low pulse repetition rate 

range is ideal for surface patterning of silicon. It was seen that smaller wavelength lead to 

smaller grating period and higher repetition rate lead to uniform line width and high aspect ratio. 

Moreover, fabrication applying common optical path setup configuration using (SHG) 

wavelength of 532 nm of long pulse nanosecond laser as well as short pulse femtosecond laser of 

SHG wavelength of 400 nm provides more accurate and precise results which inspected by 

employing (SEM) and (AFM) measurements. It was found that pulse repetition rate only played 

a significant role in the size of the (HAZ) with femtosecond laser in the lower pulse energy 

ranges. 

In conclusion, the principal achievements of the work described in this thesis are three, (i) 

the demonstration of interferometric Nd: Y AG nanosecond laser fabrication for surface 

patterning of grating channels and dot array in semiconductor and metallic materials, (ii) the 

realization the efficiency of using nanosecond laser system in common optical path of simplest 

and fixed setup using custom-made prism for getting beams interference and (iii) An efficient 

and yet simple experimental setup was arrived at after studying the capabilities of the proposed 

laser system using a low repetition rate nanosecond laser while keeping the objectives of the 

research in mind. 
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8.2 FUTURE WORK 

The laser system used in these experiments does have many deficiencies especially for 

the type of economic basic laser system was used. The laser used has a maximum average power 

of 10 W. In the experiments maximum power used was 8.80 W at 70 KHz to get pulse energy of 

0.125 flJ, which inefficient for machining in range of nanosecond laser system at high repetition 

rate. As a result, all experiment results suffered from power fluctuation as evident in the (SEM) 

images. These applications would require a laser system with a higher maximum average power 

of approximately 15 W to obtain stable and enough pulse energy at higher repetition rate which 

lead to uniform line width and better pattern quality. Such a system would be capable of larger 

pulse energy increments allowing for more precise control of feature size. Future research should 

utilize a 15 W laser system to repeat the study in Chapters 5, 6 and 7 in order to further optimize 

the repetition rate that would create the minimal feature size with enough laser energy. Using this 

kind of setup along with techniques such as different polarizations and a different gas assist may 

enable us to create sub 100 nm feature size with good quality and higher aspect ratio with 

minimal of HAZ effect. In the experiments outlined in Chapter 7, the (SHG) of 532 nm central 

wavelength was used. As a future work, these experiments can be performed at lower 

wavelength frequencies of 3rd and 4th harmonics generation or smaller. Fabrication use smaller 

wavelength frequencies for smaller features size and higher power laser. Even with the loss of 

laser power associated with the optics absorption and material reflection, this kind of setup may 

be able to further improve the quality of the machining as well as further reduce the size of the 

submicron features on the silicon wafer and thin gold film. Finally, use other material and study 

the effect of laser parameters as well as extend study more into femtosecond laser system. 
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